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ABSTRACT 
 
Storm surge is an abnormal rise of the sea surface caused by atmospheric forcing, including the 
wind stress and atmospheric pressure associated with extra-tropical and tropical cyclones. 
Hurricanes and typhoons have a great impact on coastal regions, and can cause severe loss of 
lives and great damages. A systematic investigation of storm surge impact to the coasts of 
Louisiana and Texas, where the continental shelf reaches up to 200 km in width, is conducted 
here using the hydrodynamics Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model, FVCOM (Chen et al., 
2003). The model is applied to the northern Gulf of Mexico to simulate the storm surges caused 
by Hurricanes Rita (September 2005) and Ike (September 2008), and allows the resolution of the 
flooding along the Louisiana and Texas coasts. Observations of inland flooding from USGS are 
used to validate the model with satisfactory results. Various idealized scenarios are also 
simulated using FVCOM, to gain insight into specific surge mechanisms. This study focuses on 
the following topics: 1) The roles of shelf geometry and tides in a hurricane surge are explored in 
a set of experiments where the nonlinear interaction between tide and surge is investigated and 
found to be important, relative to the tidal amplitude; 2) The receding flow of Hurricane Rita’s 
surge waters back to the Gulf of Mexico and the different dynamics that produce the remarkably 
different flooding (~0.5 days) and return (>7 days) periods are explained; 3) The effect of the 
often overlooked forward speed of a hurricane, which was found to have an unexpected and 
significant impact on coastal surges, in that faster storms produce higher coastal peak surges but 
smaller overall inland flooding (vice-versa for slower storms); and 4) The importance of 
Galveston Bay’s barrier islands on the propagation of Hurricane Ike’s surge, where  results 
suggested that under a realistic erosion scenario for Bolivar Peninsula’s, the bay is exposed to 
vi 
 
dangerously high water levels almost as much as if the Peninsula was leveled to about Mean Sea 
Level, underlining the non-linear nature of this bay-barrier system. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Motivation 
A storm surge is an abnormal rise of sea surface height caused by atmospheric forcing, including 
the wind stress and atmospheric pressure at sea surface associated with extra-tropical cyclones or 
tropical cyclones such as hurricanes and typhoons (Flather, 2001). Since tropical cyclones have 
lower interior pressures and higher wind speeds, they typically produce significantly higher 
surges than extratropical cyclones do (Resio and Westerink, 2008). 
The deadliest natural disaster ever to strike the USA was the Galveston Hurricane of 
1900, which flooded Galveston, Texas on September 8 and caused 8,000-12,000 lives to be lost 
(Rappaport and Fernandez-Partagas, 1995). Hurricane Katrina was the costliest hurricane to ever 
strike the USA, and caused an estimated $125 billion in damage (Graumann et al., 2006). 
Katrina’s storm surge in August 2005 exceeded 9 m in several locations along the Mississippi 
coast, resulting in the death of over 1000 people in Louisiana and 200 in Mississippi (Blake et 
al., 2006).  
The greatest loss of life caused by storm surges has occurred in the northern Bay of 
Bengal. Due to dense population, a wide and shallow continental shelf and inefficient warning 
and evacuating systems, Indian and Bangladeshi coasts have suffered enormous storm-related 
casualties. The most severe cyclone-related event in recorded History, with respect to inundation 
and loss of life, occurred in Bangladesh in November 1970. The cyclone produced a maximum 
surge height of 10 m and the loss of life was estimated to be 300,000-500,000 (Madsen and 
Jakobsen, 2004). Another storm in April 1991 caused the death of about 140,000 people in 
Bangladesh (Flather, 2001), and the October 1999 cyclone that hit the Orissa coast of India 
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produced a 7.5 m surge causing 11,000 deaths (Dube et al., 2000). More recently, in May 2008, 
the “very severe tropical cyclone” Nargis crossed over southern Myanmar (formerly known as 
Burma) with winds of 65 m/s, causing coastal surges of about 4 m that inundated some areas 40 
km from the coast. The passage of cyclone Nargis resulted in the loss of over 130,000 lives, and 
had devastating consequences to the Irrawaddy delta region (Webster, 2008).  
The consequences of a major tropical storm making landfall are so significant that some 
researchers have tried to find a way to stop hurricanes altogether. Brier and Simpson (1967) 
designed large-scale experiments to evaluate the effect of silver iodide seeding upon individual 
tropical oceanic cumulus clouds. This was the U.S. Navy’s “Project Stormfury”, in which clouds 
were seeded by Navy aircraft. Simpson (1979) later admitted that this “may be more difficult to 
achieve than landing a man on the moon.” In another project, and because covering water with a 
surfactant can reduce evaporation by an order of magnitude, it was proposed that large quantities 
of surfactant should be distributed by aircraft along the storm’s predicted path (Simpson and 
Simpson; 1966). Recently, Emanuel (2007) maintained that “given the stakes, this idea is surely 
worth deeper exploration.”  
Historically, 90% of all hurricane related-deaths are attributable to coastal storm surge 
drowning (Zhang et al, 2008). But from 1970 through 2002, coastal surge-related deaths 
accounted for only about 6% of all hurricane deaths – inland flooding, winds and tornadoes 
account for the majority of hurricane-related deaths (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, 2005).  “Post-Camille” developments of NOAA’s storm surge models have led 
to better hurricane forecasts and coastal evacuations and have helped in the planning of coastal 
development and hurricane evacuation routes. These developments are also credited for having 
greatly increased storm surge awareness among coastal residents (National Oceanic and 
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Atmospheric Administration, 2005). But hurricane induced storm surge is still the primary 
reason for coastal evacuations.  
The importance of preparedness is demonstrated by the manner in which Bangladesh has 
learned to deal with the threat of tropical cyclones. In November 2007, cyclone Sidr made an 
almost identical landfall (both in terms of intensity and location) in Bangladesh as the 1970 
storm, which had killed hundreds of thousands of people. Although Sidr cost over 3,500 lives, 
this death toll was far less than the previous storm (Webster, 2008). This was achieved through 
the establishment of a national emergency network and the construction of storm shelters as well 
as dikes along the coast. In addition to the Indian Meteorology Department’s forecasts of cyclone 
Sidr’s intensity and track, storm surge forecasts from the USA were communicated to the 
Bangladesh Meteorological Department. Hence there was ample and timely warning for the 
Bangladeshi disaster management authorities to take precautionary actions and over two million 
people were evacuated (Webster, 2008).  
Given the increase of global sea-surface temperature, both the total number and 
proportion of intense tropical cyclones have increased notably since 1970 (Webster et al., 2005; 
Emanuel, 2005). Therefore, more intense hurricanes may hit bays and estuaries and generate 
storm surges as those described above. This problem can be aggravated by the prospect of 
accelerated sea-level rise in the 21st century (Church et al., 2001), and compounded by 
continuing subsidence of low-lying lands surrounding these estuaries.  
The improvement of present understanding of surge dynamics over wide and shallow 
shelves is vital for the improvement of our ability to forecast storm surge impacts to coastal 
regions, particularly the low-lying land areas that are more vulnerable to hurricane flooding. In 
combination with improving meteorological observation and modeling, accuracy of bathymetric 
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information, computational capabilities and enhanced national disaster planning and hurricane 
warning systems, this is a research field that may help save lives and resources.  
1.2. Historical Overview of Storm Surge Forecasting 
“Surge modeling is an art” (Jelesnianski et al., 1992). Numerical modeling of storm surge is still 
improving in the 21st century and has become a global activity: surge generation by extra-
tropical storms is studied in Europe (e.g. Kliem et al., 2006; Zampato et al., 2006), while that by 
hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico and Eastern USA is studied in North America (e.g. Weisberg 
and Zheng, 2008; Peng et al., 2006a,b; Shen and Gong, 2009), and that by typhoons in Asia and 
Oceania (e.g. Kohno, 2007; McInnes et al., 2002; Jain et al., 2007). In the first half of the 20th 
century, scientists had studied storm surge with the tools available at the time: either simple 
empirical methods based on sparse observations (e.g., Conner et al., 1957; Harris, 1959), or 
highly complex analytical derivations which only covered very simple basins and storms with 
very limited practical value (e.g. Proudman, 1954; Doodson, 1956; Heaps, 1965).  
In the U.S.A., Congress directed the Army Corps of Engineers and the Weather Bureau to 
conduct an intensified study of the causes and behavior of hurricanes and the methods of 
hurricane forecast after the tremendous losses in the eastern seaboard in 1954. This is considered 
the beginning of systematic studies on storm surges in North America (Murty, 1984). Before 
numerical models were developed and readily available, operational nomograms were designed 
to forecast the surge whenever a tropical storm threatened to strike a coast. Conner et al. (1957) 
designed a simple empirical model to approximate peak coastal surges, plotting observed 
maximum water levels against lowest observed central pressures and determined the best fit line.  
Harris (1959) found systematic variations of the surge with two parameters: minimum 
central pressure and the distance of the 50-fathom (91.44 m) line from shore, but concluded that 
the slope of the continental shelf has only a minor effect on storm surge (Harris, 1959; Harris, 
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1963). Harris and Jelesnianski (1964) put forth a set of 2-D hydrodynamic volume-transport 
equations in linearized form, valid for tidal hydraulics computations for a homogenous fluid, 
with pressure given by hydrostatic equation, neglecting surface waves. Jelesnianski (1966) used 
these linearized transport equations without bottom friction to show that the wind is about 4 
times more important than the pressure forcing; that the greatest coastal peak surge occurred for 
a storm speed of about 37 mph and for a shoreline angular crossing of about 65º.  
Jelesnianski (1967) included Platzman’s (1963) eddy viscosity coefficient to control the 
amplitude of edge waves and developed his “practical forecasting system for storm surge.” 
Coastal surge profiles were given by ( ) DRsc FVhh 2100=  where hs is the standard coastal surge 
profile, VR the maximum winds (in mph), and FD the depth profile correction factor, respectively. 
Depth correction factors were 0.46-1.25 in the Eastern Atlantic US coast and 0.52-1.72 in the 
Gulf States. This was the systematic attempt to quantify the effect of bottom bathymetry on 
storm surge generation.  
Jelesnianski (1972) also included storm size as a factor in his nomograms, using 
observations and results from (numerical model) SPLASH, and concluded that the continental 
shelf slope has truly a major impact on surge levels. He attributed Harris’ (1959) erroneous 
conclusion to the crudeness of the “distance of the 50-fathom line from shore” parameter, since 
this factor cannot resolve the changes in the coastal bathymetry. In turn, Jelesnianski (1972) 
erroneously concluded (like most researchers from the 1950’s through 1970’s) that the influence 
of storm size on surge was relatively small. At that time, data were taken solely from high-water 
marks, which contain considerable scatter, making it difficult to distinguish possible storm size-
related effects. Indeed, analysis of observed recent and historical storm data along with model 
simulations demonstrate that storm size plays a key role in hurricane surge generation in coastal 
areas, particularly for the case of intense storms on very shallow slopes (Irish et al., 2008).  
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Storm surge calculations in the 1950’s through 1960’s were intended for use along 
straight coastlines with only slightly varying bathymetry. They were the basis for much of the 
storm surge protection infrastructure designed until the 1970’s, and many are still in use today 
(e.g., Russo, 1998; Hsu et al., 2006). Beginning in the late-1960s, high-speed computers allowed 
the development of numerical approximations to the governing equations using structured 
computational grids (often squares), first in two spatial dimensions (vertically integrated) and 
subsequently in three dimensions. This capability eliminated the need to assume a steady state 
force balance (which is not appropriate for the rapidly changing winds in hurricanes), allowed 
inclusion of mass redistribution (the balance between the net water flux into an area and the 
change in water level), and the representation of more realistic shorelines and bathymetries 
(AGU, 2006). A primary example of such models was developed in the 1980’s: NOAA’s 
SLOSH (Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes; described in Jelesnianski et al., 1992) 
model has been used to compute FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Maps and is still used by the 
National Weather Service to forecast storm surge. SLOSH is generally accurate within 20%. For 
example, if the model calculates a peak 5 m storm surge for an event, the observed peak is 
expected to range from 4 to 6 m (National Hurricane Center, 2007).  
Numerical experiments also helped gain insight of surge mechanisms which in turn 
contributed to improving storm surge theory. Some important books on storm surge, including 
theoretical analysis, observed data and numerical results were produced in the 1980’s (e.g., 
Simpson, 1981; Murty, 1984; Pugh, 1987). Recently, many advances have been made in areas 
relevant to storm surge modeling. Unstructured, finite element numerical techniques were 
developed for storm surge models that allow the use of computational grids composed of 
triangles. These grids are easily configured to represent complex topographic and bathymetric 
features (e.g. irregular coastlines, rivers, inlets, barrier islands), and can therefore provide very 
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high resolution in areas of interest. With accurate wind fields, these models have demonstrated 
accuracy of a few feet when running past hurricanes. Combined storm surge and tidal models are 
now able to account fully for the effect of the astronomical tide on the total water level and 
therefore the potential flooding during a storm. Research is also under way to include the 
influence of different land covers on the air-water drag and bottom friction. The latter effects are 
particularly important in areas of inundation or coastal wetlands (AGU, 2006).  
Numerical modeling of coastal hydrodynamics is an important field that keeps growing in 
many fronts and cannot be completely summarized in a few pages. Current ocean models can be 
extremely sophisticated with hundreds of person-years invested in all aspects of their 
development (see Haidvogel and Beckmann, 1999). They have typically evolved to a high 
degree of sophistication with a range of methods for parameterising the various unresolved 
physical processes, as well as the use of hybrid meshes in the vertical. Pain et al. (2005) gives a 
good summary of present-day advances in ocean modeling, including sub-grid scale modeling, 
mesh adaptivity, wetting and drying methods, and parallel computing using unstructured meshes. 
The advantages of unstructured mesh ocean models are many: the ability to accurately represent 
coastlines and bathymetry, the ability to apply appropriate boundary conditions and the ability to 
arbitrarily choose mesh resolutions (regardless of the vertical coordinate used) so that emphasis 
can be made in the coastal areas where coastlines and bathymetries can be quite complex and 
where most severe storm surges tend to occur. The coastal ocean model used in our work is 
described in detail next.  
1.3. The Numerical Model, FVCOM 
After the Boussinesq, hydrostatic and shallow-water approximations the primitive equations of 
momentum and (water) mass conservation can be written in Cartesian coordinates as (e.g., 
Kowalik and Murty, 1993):  
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where u and v are the depth-averaged currents in the x and y directions, respectively, η is the sea 
surface elevation, h is the undisturbed depth, f is the Coriolis parameter, g is the acceleration due 
to gravity, pa is the atmospheric pressure at sea level, ρ0 is the water density, Nh is the horizontal 
eddy viscosity coefficient, and τsx and τsy are the surface wind stress and τbx and τby the bottom 
friction stress in the x and y directions, respectively. The three unknowns being (u, v, η), 
nonlinearity in this set of equations comes from the advective terms (2nd and 3rd on the left-
hand side of Equations 1.1, 1.2), the surface and bottom friction terms (last term on the right-
hand side of Equations 1.1, 1.2), and the shallow-water terms (4th and 5th terms of Equation 
1.3).  
 We use the time-dependent, finite-volume coastal ocean model (FVCOM), a 3-D free 
surface primitive equation model (Chen et al., 2003), to simulate tide and storm surge. FVCOM 
has been tested against other well-established models and is being widely used in studies of 
coastal ocean circulation (e.g., Chen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008; Xue et al., 
2009) as well as storm surge (Aoki and Isobe, 2007; Weisberg and Zheng, 2006a,b and 2008). 
FVCOM uses a “terrain following” sigma coordinate transformation in the vertical to 
accommodate irregular bathymetry, and a non-overlapping unstructured triangular grid in the 
horizontal to resolve dynamics in regions with complex shorelines. FVCOM uses the modified 
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Mellor and Yamada “level 2.5” turbulent closure scheme for vertical mixing (Mellor and 
Yamada, 1982; Galperin et al., 1988) and Smagorinsky eddy parameterization for horizontal 
dissipation and diffusion (Smagorinsky, 1963). Equations 1.1-1.3 are shown here in 2-D form 
and Cartesian coordinates because they are easier to interpret; their 3-D, sigma coordinates 
counterparts (the ones FVCOM solves for) are Appendix A.  
 FVCOM solves the primitive equations by using a flux calculation integrated over each 
model grid control volume, which ensures mass, momentum, energy, salt, and heat conservation 
in individual control volumes and over the entire computational domain. Similar to the Princeton 
Ocean Model of Blumberg and Mellor (1987), a mode-splitting method is used with external and 
internal mode time steps to accommodate the faster and slower barotropic and baroclinic 
responses, respectively, for computational efficiency. The finite-volume method used in 
FVCOM not only takes advantage of finite element methods in geometric flexibility and that of 
finite difference methods in computational efficiency, but also ensures volume and mass 
conservation in individual control volumes. 
A detailed description of FVCOM discrete equations can be found in Chen et al. (2003, 2006). 
Following the convention, the bottom stress is computed using the quadratic law  
( ) ( )vuvuCdbbybx ,, 220 += ρττ                    (1.4) 
 
where the bottom drag coefficient, Cdb, is determined by matching a logarithmic bottom layer to 
the model at a height zab above the bottom, i.e. 
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where k = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, z0 is the bottom roughness parameter, and BFRIC is 
the minimum value for Cdb, which typically varies between 0.002 and 0.004. The surface wind 
stress is computed from 
( ) ( )yxyxadssysx wwwwC ,, 22 += ρττ             (1.6) 
 
where (wx, wy) are the x and y components of the wind velocity, respectively, ρa is the air density. 
The drag coefficient, Cds, is dependent on wind speed, originally assumed constant when 
smV W /25> , following Large and Pond (1981):  
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The flooding/drying process in FVCOM is simulated using an unstructured wet/dry point 
treatment technique (Chen et al., 2008). A viscous boundary layer (Dmin) is added to the model at 
the bottom to avoid singularities when the local water depth approaches zero. The wet/dry 
criterion for node points is redefined using a sum of Dmin and the total depth, D:  
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and that for triangular cells is 
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where hB is the bathymetric height; i, j and k are integers to identify the three nodes of a 
triangular cell; H is the still water depth; and ζ is the surface elevation. When a triangular cell is 
treated as dry, the velocity at the centroid of this triangle is set to zero and no flux is allowed 
through the three side boundaries. This cell is removed from the flux calculation in the tracer 
control elements. For a detailed discussion of the wet/dry treatment code, see Chen et al. (2008).  
Although the air-sea momentum flux is a key surface forcing in storm surge modeling 
and a crucial factor determining model performance, most traditional bulk type formulas (based 
on field measurements in moderate wind regimes below 25 m/s) assume that the wind stress 
magnitude is independent of sea-state and predict a monotonic increase of the Cd with wind 
speed (Moon et al., 2007). However, there is a growing consensus that this coefficient 
“saturates” for wind speeds greater than about 20-30 m/s, representing the fact that under 
extreme hurricane forcing the wind is dragging the foam and spray in addition to the physical sea 
surface (Hsu, 2006). As a result, a number of different wind stress parameterizations has been 
proposed recently, in which Cd either remains constant (e.g., Madsen and Jakobsen, 2004; Hsu, 
2006; Zedler et al., 2009; Moon et al., 2009) or decreases (Powell et al., 2003; Jarosz et al., 
2007) after a certain threshold speed. However, there is still an open debate on which wind stress 
scheme is the most appropriate. A correction for strong winds was used in the simulations of 
Chapter 5, as it slightly improved surge values near Hurricane Ike’s track. Here, Cd is decreased 
by 15% for smV W /40>  as suggested independently by Powell et al. (2003) and Jarosz et al. 
(2007). It should be noted that these studies recommended conflicting Cd values for wind speeds 
of smV W /4020 <<  (Figure 1.1). Sensitivity analyses using this correction showed no 
improvement for Hurricane Rita’s simulations (Chapters 2-4) and therefore the original Large 
and Pond (1981) formulation was used.  
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Figure 1.1: Original, recently suggested and “adapted scheme” formulations for wind stress 
coefficient (Cd) as a function of wind velocity. The latter was used in Chapter 5 (Hurricane Ike), 
while the “original” scheme was used in Chapters 2-4 (Hurricane Rita).  
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1.4. Surge Generation Mechanisms 
A storm surge is a long gravity wave with a length scale similar to the size of the generating 
tropical cyclone, which lasts for several hours depending on the size of the cyclone and speed of 
movement. The surge usually consists of a single passing wave that elevates or depresses the sea 
surface height (Flather, 2001).  
Since it is the wind stress that generates most of the total hurricane-induced storm surge 
in coastal seas (e.g. Jelesnianski, 1966; Prandle, 1975; Flather, 1994; Blain et al., 1994; Kohno et 
al., 2007), many numerical studies do not include the atmospheric pressure term (e.g. Johns et 
al., 1985; Signorini et al., 1992; Verboom et al., 1992; Chu et al., 2000; Jones and Davies, 2004; 
Dube et al., 2005; Morey et al., 2006). In addition, we are only investigating the effects of the 
conventional long wave storm surge, and do not include short surface waves. Whereas faster 
surface flows reduce the air-sea momentum transfer rate (thereby reducing surge), bottom-layer 
return currents produce a shoreward bottom stress that adds to the wind stress (enhancing surge). 
These complex opposing effects due to waves depend strongly on local bathymetry (Resio and 
Westerink, 2008). Furthermore, their effect is partially accounted for by the use of the sea-state 
strong winds correction (see Section 1.3). With regard to coastal wave setup, this term is 
relatively less important in wide continental shelves (McInnes et al., 2002, 2009).  
Major destructive storm surges are known to occur when extreme storm winds act over 
extensive regions of shallow water (Simpson and Riehl, 1981; Gornitz, 2005). Since in the 
governing equations the wind stress term is divided by the total depth whereas the surface 
pressure gradient force is not, it follows that wind forcing increases in importance in shallower 
water (Flather, 2001). Coastal peak surges created by a given hurricane over wide continental 
shelves can be up to three times greater than those created by the same hurricane over narrower 
shelves (Jelesnianski, 1972). The extensive shallow portion of Louisiana’s upper continental 
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shelf was blamed with Hurricane Rita’s storm surge of “historical proportions” over significant 
portions of the state (URS Group, 2006).  
Under ideal and steady-state conditions in deep water, the net transport of water by the 
wind occurs at a 90° angle to the right of the wind vector (northern hemisphere), and the 
alongshore component of wind stress causes a storm surge if the coast is to the right of the wind:  
the “bathystrophic storm tides” (Gill, 1982) or “Ekman setup” (Shen and Gong, 2009). The 
across-shore component of wind stress becomes more important as the water depth decreases, 
since the bottom stress diminishes the Coriolis tendency for transport to be to the right of the 
wind. Winds blowing onshore over shallow water will pile water up along the coast (Weisberg 
and Zheng, 2006b).  
 The importance of shelf bathymetry to coastal surges can be illustrated with a simple 
linear, steady-state expression for the sea surface slope in equilibrium with a constant wind field 
(Pugh, 1987): 
H
LCW 2
∝η                               (1.10) 
 
where η is the surge height at the coast, L is the shelf width,  H is the total (average) water depth, 
W is the wind speed and C is a constant combining gravity, density and empirical drag. Wind 
fields are rarely constant and such equilibrium is unlikely, but this expression is used by many 
authors (e.g., As-Salek, 1997; Resio and Westerink, 2008) to make the important point that wind 
stress is more effective at raising the sea surface in shallow waters. Hence broad, shallow 
continental shelves are more prone to large surges than narrow, deep continental shelves. Also, 
one would expect wind-generated surge to be larger at low tide than at high tide, and this has 
been observed (Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007). One-dimensional considerations such as this can 
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be applied with some success when the scale of the storm is large compared to the scale of the 
shallow sea, but when the scale of the storm is smaller, two-dimensional features will come into 
play (Welander, 1961). The surge will be smaller than predicted by the one-dimensional 
approximation, due to the horizontal adjustments that take place.  
Hurricane storm surges are not freely propagating waves, but respond very strongly to 
meteorological reinforcement. In regions outside of intense wind forcing, coastally trapped 
waves arise that progress along the shoreline, with crests normal to the coastline. The wave 
height decreases exponentially from the coast with an e-folding length scale equal to the Rossby 
radius of deformation c/f, in which f is the Coriolis parameter and c is the phase speed of the 
wave in the alongshore direction. This is relevant in the relaxation phase of a storm surge after a 
hurricane makes landfall, or for the case of a hurricane traveling parallel to the coast in the areas 
upstream or downstream of the storm’s center (Tang et al., 1997). McInnes and Hubbert (2003) 
review the propagating dynamics of wind-forced coastally trapped waves off of Australia. 
The coastally-trapped wave spectrum generally consists of super-inertial edge waves, 
Kelvin waves, and sub-inertial shelf waves. The time and space scales of tropical cyclones are 
usually such that the continental shelf wave portion of the spectrum is preferentially excited. 
Since continental shelf waves are vorticity waves with predominantly kinetic energy (compared 
to potential energy), they are more readily identified from current meter observations than sea-
level observations (Allen, 1980).  
Edge waves are quite common, but they have amplitudes of just 0.10-0.50 m (e.g., Munk 
et al., 1956; Constantin, 2001). Hurricane-induced shelf waves can have larger amplitudes (of 
about 1 m) but they are relevant only for fast hurricanes traveling parallel to the coast, which 
typically happens on the US Atlantic coast rather than on the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) coast (e.g., 
Mercer et al., 2002; Morey et al., 2006).  
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Because of the lack of observed current velocity data, its small surface elevation 
amplitudes compared to maximum surge, and its irrelevancy with hurricanes traveling 
perpendicular to the coast, we will not discuss shelf wave effects in this study.  
1.5. Nonlinear Interaction of Tide and Surge 
The effect of tide-surge interaction on extra-tropical surges affecting Europe due to nonlinear 
processes in shallow water regions has been known for some time (see reviews by Heaps, 1983; 
Wolf, 2008). Recently, Jones and Davies (2007, 2008) showed that tide-surge interaction, 
besides influencing the surge, also significantly modifies tidal elevations and currents at the time 
of the surge in the shallow regions of the Irish Sea.  
A tendency for extra-tropical storm surge maxima in the Thames River to occur most 
frequently on the rising tide has been long recognized, and theoretical solutions for the 
propagation of an externally forced tide and surge into an estuary of uniform section were 
developed by Proudman (1955, 1957). However, the analysis was not sufficiently general to 
explore the underlying dynamics and the results did not agree with observations except in the 
immediate vicinity of the open boundary. Rossiter’s (1961) numerical model results, assuming 
idealized surges with diurnal periodicity, suggested that a key mechanism of interaction between 
tide and surge is one of mutual phase alteration: a negative surge would retard tidal propagation 
whereas a positive surge would increase the speed of tidal propagation and thus advance the high 
water. In this case, elevations were not predominantly increased by a surge-generating 
mechanism; instead the residual (or surge) was generated through the change of phase alone.  
Wolf (1978) considered the analytical solution of the equations of motion of two plane 
progressive waves traveling together along a semi-infinite channel. This simplified model 
reproduced the main features of interaction between tide and surge in the English Channel. Her 
model indicates that interaction caused by quadratic friction is generally about twice the size of 
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shallow-water interaction, which is itself about twice the size of advective interaction. Quadratic 
bottom friction interaction develops where both tidal and surge velocities are largest; the 
magnitude of interaction increases with decreasing water depth and is proportional to the product 
of surge and tide amplitudes. She concluded that surge height increases at rising tide and 
decreases at high tide due to this interaction.  
Prandle and Wolf (1978) used numerical models to conclude that the tendency for surge 
peaks to occur most often on the rising tide arises irrespective of the phase relationship between 
tide and surge in the northern North Sea. The models made it possible to separate the 
contribution to interaction from shallow water and bottom friction, and showed that shallow-
water interaction is generally restricted to the modification of the tidal propagation by the surge. 
Wolf (1981) used a 1-D analytical model to show that the shallow water effect became dominant 
over quadratic friction for tidal amplitudes in excess of 3 m and in depths of 10 m or less. Wolf 
(2008) explained that in the southern North Sea the surge peak tended to avoid predicted tidal 
high water due to the speeding up of the tidal wave propagation in the presence of the deeper 
water caused by the surge; other subtle changes were caused by bottom friction.  
Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) studied tide data along the eastern coastline of Great 
Britain for 1950-2005. Their models suggest that for physically realistic arrival times of any 
external surge component, the residual peak always avoids high water (and low water) for any 
finite tidal phase shift. Their analysis of large, long duration surge events confirmed that surge 
generation is reduced at high water, and that increasing the tidal range reduces the risk of 
residual peaks near high water. But surges are not freely propagating Kelvin waves, and respond 
very strongly to the change of meteorological conditions. Relaxing the meteorological forcing 
demonstrated that a significant enhancement of the surge occurs between Immingham and 
Sheerness, and that decay scales are of the order 3 hours or 100 km. These scales are likely to be 
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highly dependent on location and the level of equilibrium between surface elevation and 
meteorological forcing. Horsburgh and Wilson (2007) contradicted Pugh and Vassie (1980), who 
stated that there is little tide-surge interaction outside of estuaries.  
Although the results summarized above provide considerable insight into tide and surge 
propagating together, they are limited in that they are obtained under 1-D (e.g. along the Thames 
estuary) and other simplifications (e.g. some numerical experiments exclude advection terms). 
But above all, the main limitation is the neglect of traveling wind reinforcement, because in 
hurricane-induced surge dynamics wind forcing is much more important than wave propagation 
(e.g., Morey et al., 2006). Studies over the North Sea, where shelf and storm sizes have 
comparable scales (e.g., Horsburgh and Wilson, 2007), may to some extent ignore 2-D effects 
(see also Welander, 1961). North Sea and GoM surges have very different surge-to-tide period 
ratios, i.e. ( ) 4=NorthTS TT  and ( ) 5.0~GoMTS TT , respectively (Wolf, 1978; Rego and Li, 
2009b). However, hurricanes are smaller and travel much faster than extra-tropical storms, and 
2- or even 3-D effects become important. Thus, investigations of tide-surge interaction during 
tropical storms will unavoidably draw somewhat different conclusions.  
Johns et al. (1985) studied tide-surge interaction for two severe cyclone surge events in 
the Bay of Bengal, which impacted the Orissa and Andhra coasts. His numerical results showed 
that this interaction leads to a substantial effect only off the Orissa coast where the shallow water 
strengthened the contribution of nonlinearity. Maximum elevation was 0.45 m below the 
expected value (21% of the predicted height).  
Zhang et al. (1993)’s simulations using a surge-tide coupled model indicate that the 
greatest wind piling up occurs during the low and flood tides, when coupling effects strengthen 
the current component towards the coast. During the high and ebb tides, however, coupling 
effects reduce this piling up. Comparisons with observations showed that a simple linear 
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superposition of astronomical tide with a separately computed surge may lead to errors of 1-2 m 
in surge prediction. Qin et al. (1994) used a 2-D numerical model to compute storm surges and 
tides dependently and produce total water levels for 16 tropical cyclones hitting the Shanghai 
region during 1949-1990. They concluded that including nonlinear tide-surge interactions in 
simulations considerably improved predictions of the total water level for Shanghai, especially in 
the vicinity of the highest total water level. Average root-mean-square-errors for the highest 
storm tides given by this method were about 70% of the “traditional method.”  
Tang et al. (1996) investigated the origin of nonlinear interaction along the Queensland 
coast of Australia, by running surge and tide simulations without advection on the momentum 
equations and replacing D (total depth) by H (undisturbed depth) on the pressure gradient and 
quadratic bottom friction terms. Having obtained surge residuals very similar to those using the 
complete equations, they concluded that the surge-tide interaction is mainly due to the bottom 
friction law. When they used a linear friction law and repeated the simulations, the response to a 
combination of tidal and hurricane forcing was just the linear sum of each separate response. 
They stated that the effect of this nonlinear interaction was to always reduce the coastal sea level 
below that obtained by linearly adding the tide to the storm surge (which does not appear to be 
consistent with other findings, e.g. Wolf, 1981; Johns et al., 1985).  
As-Salek (1998) and As-Salek and Yasuda (2001) studied cyclone-generated storm 
surges off the coast of Bangladesh, where the nonlinear interaction between tide and storm surge 
was important in the shallow Meghna estuary. For a cyclone striking during flood, the surge 
spread along the coast whereas for a cyclone striking during ebb nonlinear tide-surge interaction 
also produced surges in the Khepupara region. Cyclones making landfall before the arrival of the 
tidal peak produce a higher and shorter-duration surge than cyclones making landfall after the 
tidal peak.  
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 Kim et al.’s (2008) numerical results for Typhoon Ewiniar of 2006 in South Korea 
showed that the coupled scheme improved the accuracy by up to 10% for water levels. 
Performing idealized simulations, they also concluded that the locally generated surge and wave 
characteristics were strongly related to the tidal amplitude and phase: during high water both 
surge and wave setup decreased while wave heights increased (vice-versa at low water). This 
tendency increased with increasing tidal range.  
The reason why numerical studies of tide-surge interaction for hurricanes have focused 
on Asian seas rather than in the GoM is likely twofold: 1) computing capabilities are plentiful in 
Western countries, allowing for the straightforward simulation of tide and surge simultaneously 
(implicitly including nonlinear interaction), and thus a “correction” method is not required, and 
2) tidal ranges in the coasts of Bangladesh or China are of order 3 m whereas in the GoM they 
are <1 m, and interaction effects were assumed negligible. While (1) may mean operational 
success only to some degree as potentially interesting physics are not investigated, (2) is shown 
here not to be entirely correct, as nonlinear interaction accounts for up to 80% of the tidal effect 
over shallow shelves.  
1.6. Storm Surge in Coastal Bays 
Most storm surge studies focus on the coastal distribution of peak surges (e.g. Xie et al., 2006; 
Irish et al., 2008; Westerink et al., 2008) and only a few investigate surge dynamics within bays. 
Valle-Levinson et al. (2002) described the response of the lower Chesapeake Bay to Hurricane 
Floyd (September 1999). Using observed data, they focused on water exchange processes 
through the estuary’s wide entrance. They reported a westward pileup of water within the lower 
bay when winds were northeasterly, and a seaward barotropic pressure gradient force caused by 
the change of winds to northwesterly that resulted in a net outflow.  
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Xie et al. (2004) discussed inundation algorithms and flooding velocities using the 
Princeton Ocean Model (by Blumberg and Mellor, 1987). They simulated a Category-3 hurricane 
(on the Saffir-Simpson scale) moving northward 50 km off the eastern border of a synthetic 
bowl-shaped waterbody with a 60 km diameter. They compared inundation patterns with and 
without forcing mass conservation, with threshold depths of 0.5-0.8 m, and with inundation 
speeds given by surface vs. vertically-averaged currents. They briefly mentioned a similar “in-
bay” pileup of water, a SW-NE surface elevation difference of about 5 m when the hurricane was 
due east of the model domain.  
 Weisberg and Zheng (2006a) used FVCOM to investigate the impact of hurricane storm 
surges in the vicinity of Tampa Bay (Florida) and the sensitivity to points of landfall and 
direction of approach of the hurricane. They concluded that a hurricane traveling up the axis of 
the bay was the best of the worst cases with regard to storm surge, while acknowledging that it 
was difficult to define an overall worst case direction. Their results, however, were not compared 
against observed surges. They also did not quantify the oscillating westward and eastward sea 
level slopes over about 8 hours. Weisberg and Zheng (2006b) studied surge induced by 
Hurricane Charley (August 2004) and found that its translation up Charlotte Harbor’s (Florida) 
bay axis explained the relatively small storm surge inside the bay, despite its Cat-4 status. The 
opening of a 450 m wide new inlet in North Captiva Island is explained based on a very large 
horizontal pressure gradient force across a narrow strip of the island (a 1.25 m surge on the gulf 
side and 0.9 m depression on the sound side). Data from 4 stations were used for validation.  
Shen et al. (2006) used UnTRIM (by Casulli and Walters, 2000) to simulate Hurricane 
Floyd’s storm tide of September 1999 in Chesapeake Bay, with a substantial dataset for 
validation. They concluded that water levels inside the bay can be explained by the superposition 
of two distinct mechanisms: offshore surge propagation into the bay (remote wind forcing; 
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Garvine, 1985) and local wind forcing. Their results indicate that water levels in the lower bay 
are more influenced by the incoming surge wave caused by remote effects, while at the upper 
bay they are mainly caused by local wind.  
Li et al. (2006) used observations and numerical model predictions to describe a “slab-
like sloshing” in Chesapeake Bay caused by Hurricane Isabel (which passed about 70 km to its 
west) in September 2003. Water in Chesapeake Bay was sloshed forth by the storm’s 
southeasterly winds but subsequently sloshed back due to the presence of a seaward pressure 
gradient generated by the sloping sea surface. The strong landward winds erased stratification 
and caused a strong intrusion of high salinity shelf water into the Bay. After Isabel’s passage, the 
longitudinal salinity gradient again produced re-stratification and a two-layer circulation in the 
Bay. 
Shen and Gong (2009) investigated the effect of the Ekman setup along the coast and the 
influence of model domain size, using Hurricane Ernesto’s storm tide of September 2006 in 
Chesapeake Bay as a case study. They concluded that the Ekman effect ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 m 
and that a “large domain model” yielded more reliable results, as it captured remote influences. 
Given the geometry of the region, both studies focused on variations along the bay, but they do 
show southwestward followed by southeastward surface gradients (elevation differences of about 
0.8 m, from coast to coast) separated by about 6 hours (Shen et al., 2006).  
1.7. Objectives 
Our ability to forecast storm surge impacts to those coastal regions severely affected by 
hurricane flooding can be greatly improved by a better understanding of surge dynamics over 
wide and shallow continental shelves. In this dissertation we use a barotropic tide and surge 
hydrodynamic model with the following Objectives: 1) being able to predict the effect of tidal 
speed and timing of landfall on peak coastal surges, 2) estimating the relation between 
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continental shelf geometry and surge propagation, 3) clarifying the difference between surge 
flooding and receding stages, 4) understanding the consequences on coastal surges of varying a 
storm’s characteristics, such as forward speed, size or intensity, 5) quantifying the shielding 
importance of a barrier island to a semi-enclosed coastal bay, 6) proposing and testing an 
improved hurricane wind field description and wind stress formulation for more precise storm 
surge simulations. This effort will improve the forecaster’s knowledge of how to determine 
where to invest his time when designing surge applications.   
1.8. Organization of Dissertation 
This dissertation includes six chapters, which summarize the different aspects of my storm surge 
studies at LSU. Chapter 1 presented the motivation for this work and discussed the existing 
literature, putting the remaining chapters in context with the present knowledge. Chapter 2 
describes the application of the Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model (Chen et al., 2003) to 
Hurricane Rita’s surge of September 2005 in Louisiana. By performing dozens of additional 
idealized simulations, we address the effect of tide-surge nonlinear interaction and the role of 
continental shelf geometry on coastal surges.  
 In Chapter 3 the validated Hurricane Rita application is used to study the receding stage 
of surge floodwaters, over Louisiana’s famously low-lying coastal areas. This is a crucial phase 
in hurricane-induced flooding, very important ecologically, but often overlooked by coastal 
engineers. Chapter 4 compares the effect on storm surge of different hurricane parameters, taking 
into account both coastal peak surge heights and total inland flooded volumes to determine their 
relative importance. Here it is shown how a storm’s forward speed significantly affects 
maximum storm surge heights and inundation volume in opposite ways.  
In Chapter 5 an entirely different application is described, focused on the storm surge 
caused by Hurricane Ike of September 2008 in Texas. The propagation of storm surge into 
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Galveston Bay is thoroughly analyzed, and the dynamics of the surge within this major coastal 
bay also described. Upon simulating an extra set of synthetic scenarios, we draw important 
conclusions regarding the protective effect of this system’s barrier islands. Chapter 6 contains a 
summary of all the work and suggestions for future studies.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
THE EFFECT OF TIDES AND SHELF GEOMETRY ON STORM SURGE: NUMERICAL 
MODEL EXPERIMENTS FOR HURRICANE RITA1 
 
2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we describe an application of the finite-volume coastal ocean model FVCOM 
(Chen et al., 2003) to Hurricane Rita’s storm tide in September 2005 and describe the inland 
flooding along the Louisiana-Texas coast. The model was calibrated for tides and validated 
against USGS and NOAA water level observations. We seek to explain why peak surges were 
lower than expected by examining the nonlinear terms. In addition, we conduct numerical 
experiments with a standard hurricane defined over idealized shelf geometries, using simple tides 
and by varying the time of landfall in a new set of simulations. 
Although there are many storm surge studies in the published literature, most authors do 
not consider the effect tides have on storm surge, and tend to fall into one of these categories: (a) 
disregard tide altogether and simulate storm surge only (e.g., Peng et al., 2004; Weisberg and 
Zheng, 2006a); (b) run storm surge simulations and linearly add pre-computed tidal elevations 
(e.g., Graber et al., 2006); (c) do as a) or b) while acknowledging that the nonlinearity of surge 
and tide may be significant (e.g., Dube et al., 2005; URS Group, 2006); (d) run tide and surge 
simultaneously, without looking at the details of nonlinear interaction (e.g., Peng et al., 2006b; 
Westerink et al., 2008). Our results provide new insight into how tidal speed and timing of 
landfall affect tropical storm surges for different shelf geometries. 
2.2. Hurricane Rita 
In coastal Louisiana the return period for major hurricanes (Category 3 or higher on the Saffir-
Simpson scale) is 26 years (Keim et al., 2007). The 2005 Atlantic Hurricane Season was 
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exceptionally intense and Hurricane Rita made landfall near the Louisiana-Texas state border 
only three weeks after Hurricane Katrina had devastated the southeast Louisiana and Mississippi 
coastal regions. Rita intensified quickly upon entering the GoM, and attained Category 5 status 
and a peak sustained wind of 280 km/h within only 24 hrs. The recorded barometric pressure 
reached 897 mbar, the third-lowest ever recorded for a tropical system in the Atlantic Basin at 
that time (Knabb et al., 2006). Hurricane Rita weakened as it approached the north-central coast 
of the GoM on September 23, and became a Cat-3 hurricane approaching landfall. It veered 
northward and moved ashore between Sabine Pass and Johnson’s Bayou, Louisiana (Figure 2.1) 
at about 8am UTC, September 24 with sustained winds of 195 km/h. Rita generated a substantial 
storm surge east of its landfall that reached 5-6 m, then weakened rapidly as it continued 
northward through east Texas (Guidroz et al., 2006). 
 Hurricane Rita’s landfall placed the western and central Louisiana coast within the right 
front quadrant of the storm, where maximum winds occur. The highest High Water Marks 
measured by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), ranging from 3.9-5.4 m, 
were along State Highway 82 in the area between Cameron and Grand Chenier (URS Group, 
2006). This road, however, is more than 1.5 km inland so higher values may have occurred along 
the open coast. Storm surge along the open Gulf was measured above 3 m from Johnson’s Bayou 
to Marsh Island, a distance of about 160 km (URS Group, 2006). To the east, as far as 
Vermillion Bay, storm surges remained significant and high water marks of up to 3.7 m were 
measured (Guidroz et al., 2006).  
2.3 Mesh for Hurricane Rita Simulations 
Our model domain extends from the Mexico-U.S.A. border to Apalachicola Bay in Florida, with 
a 1300 km long open boundary arching in between, covering water depths of 1000-3000 m in the 
most part (Figure 2.2a).  
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Figure 2.1: (a) Map of the northern Gulf of Mexico, including Hurricane Rita’s track. The box 
indicates the zoom shown below. (b) Map of the Louisiana-Texas region most affected by 
Hurricane Rita, showing names of coastal features mentioned in the text. 
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Figure 2.2: Meshes used to simulate tide and storm surge: (a) Hurricane Rita simulations, with 
the Louisiana-Texas bathymetry; (b) Idealized simulations, with our representative Louisiana 
shelf geometry. The 0 m, 50 m, and 100 m depth contours are shown. 
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A total of 178675 triangular cells with 90099 nodes comprise the horizontal; 2 sigma 
layers comprise the vertical. The mesh resolution increases from 9 km on the open boundary 
toward the region of Rita’s impact. Mesh resolution on the upper continental shelf between 
Bolivar Peninsula, TX and Marsh Island, LA (Figure 2.1) is about 500 m. The finest resolution 
(200 m) is located on Sabine Pass and Calcasieu Pass. The model domain extends across the 
land-sea interface just on the West Louisiana coastal region, to the 6 m elevation contour, or 
more than 60 km inland (allowing us to include FVCOM’s flooding-drying algorithm). Thus, 
although our mesh captures the entire Northwestern GoM (submarine) bathymetry, it only 
includes the (subaerial) topography for the area near Hurricane Rita’s landfall. This limits our 
mesh to studies of Hurricane Rita. In our applications, land cells have a 500-2000 m resolution 
and the flooding threshold depth, Dmin, was set to 0.1 m. Including inland flooding areas has been 
demonstrated to significantly improve modeled storm surges over the shelf (e.g., Hubbert and 
McInnes, 1999; Dietsche et al., 2007). Bathymetry data is a combination of the NGDC’s US 
Coastal Relief Model, the ETOPO-2 Global Relief model and Louisiana State University’s 
(LSU) LIDAR Atlas. In hurricane simulations, time steps of 0.6 and 6 s were used for the 
external and internal modes, respectively. The model was forced by wind stress and tides, as 
described in the next sections. The effects of surface air pressure, wave run up, river discharge 
and density change effects were not modeled. Running on 64 processors of the Shell Coastal 
Environmental Modeling Lab, FVCOM completes a 5-day simulation in approximately 15 hours.  
2.4 Hurricane Wind Fields 
In a storm surge model, a common practice for creating hurricane wind fields (Tang et al., 1996; 
Peng et al., 2004, 2006a; Weisberg and Zheng, 2006a, 2006b) is to reconstruct the wind field by 
fitting the analytical cyclone model from Holland (1980). The radial distribution of wind relative 
to the storm center and the maximum wind speed are:  
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where r is the radial distance from the hurricane center, Vw is the wind speed as a function of r, 
ρa is the air density (=1.15 kg/m3), pamb and MCP are the ambient and minimum central 
atmospheric pressures, respectively, e is the natural logarithm base (=2.718…), RMW is the 
Radius of Maximum Winds, Vmax is the maximum sustained wind speed, and B is the 
“peakedness” storm scale parameter, 1.0 < B < 2.5. 
 In applying this wind model, we used the gridded wind speed data from NOAA’s 
Hurricane Research Division, the H*WIND dataset (Powell et al., 1996). Our comparisons to 
H*WIND showed that using the modified Rankine vortex model (Hughes, 1952) consistently 
underpredicted wind speeds, while the SLOSH wind profile (Jelesnianski, 1992), which is 
smoother near the RMW than the modified Rankine vortex model, tended to overestimate wind 
speeds. Powell et al. (1999) showed that SLOSH wind speeds were on average 14% greater than 
H*WIND’s, which would translate into an even bigger difference in terms of wind stress.  
 Many past studies only used a constant B without comparing against observed data (e.g., 
Peng et al., 2006a; Weisberg and Zheng, 2006a). Here we used a linear regression for B as a 
function of the RMW, based on results from 4 major hurricanes that have had landfalls in the 
region and for which there is H*WIND data available (Table 2.1). Terms (pamb – MCP) and B 
were determined iteratively, using Equations 2.8, 2.9. We select the combination of these terms 
that produces a wind profile with the smallest Root Mean Square Error as compared to 
H*WIND’s profile (Figures 2.3a,b).  
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Figure 2.3: Wind field comparison, for two instants on 09/23/2005. Profile of H*WIND points 
and fitted curves: (a) 13h30 and (b) 19h30. Map of H*WIND speeds: (c) 13h30 and (d) 19h30. 
Map view of our prototypical wind speeds: (e) 13h30 and (f) 19h30. Color scale refers to wind 
speeds in m/s. Arrows in center of storm indicate travel direction. 
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Using 86 pairs of data, the resulting relation (R2 of 72%) is 9735.00166.0 += RMWB , 
where B is dimensionless and RMW is given in km. To account for the forward motion of a 
tropical cyclone, representing the right-hand side (Northern Hemisphere) intensification of 
hurricane wind speeds, we used (Jelesnianski, 1966):  
( ) FV
rRMW
rRMW
rU 22 +
⋅
=            (2.10) 
 
where FV  is the forward velocity of the storm and U  is the correction term, which was added to 
the axis-symmetric wind velocity computed from a parametric model. By using Equation 2.10 
instead of adding the forward motion vector everywhere, we ensured that these effects are 
(realistically) limited within the storm. This approach is also used in SLOSH for storm surge 
calculation (Jelesnianski et al., 1992). The forward motion vector was computed every 3 hours, 
from H*WIND’s latitude and longitude information for Hurricane Rita. For gaps in H*WIND’s 
exceeding 3 hours, we used UNISYS’ (2007) positions to compute forward velocities.  
 
Table 2.1: Hurricanes used in determining B=ƒ(RMW). The number of H*WIND snapshots 
available is denoted as n.  
 
Hurricane Year Landfall n 
Lili 2002 Central Louisiana 10 
Ivan 2004 Alabama 13 
Katrina 2005 SE Louisiana, Mississippi 33 
Rita 2005 Louisiana-Texas 30 
 
 The angle that forms between the wind direction and the tangent to a circle concentric 
with the hurricane center due to friction (the “inflow angle”) also contributes to the wind field 
asymmetry, in addition to the effect of forward motion. Using constant values for the inflow 
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angle, Johns et al. (1985) concluded that it had a negligible effect on coastal storm surge, 
whereas Peng et al. (2006b) concluded the opposite. Here, we set this angle to a constant 10º 
based on H*WIND data specific for Hurricane Rita.  
 In summary, with a set of X, Y, RMW, Vmax, and VF for each H*WIND snapshot 
(remaining parameters are B, given by RMW, and inflow angle set as constant) we assigned a 
wind vector for every cell in the model, as a function of r, the distance to the hurricane center. 
Parametric wind fields were thus generated for the entire model domain using H*WIND data, 
and interpolated into 12-minute intervals. The appropriateness of our methodology can be 
ascertained by comparing Figures 2.3c,d with Figures 2.3e,f. By using time-dependent values for 
RMW, B and Vmax instead of constants, important variations in hurricane characteristics (i.e. size 
and intensity) are captured, and including the forward motion correction improved Holland’s 
(1980) symmetric model (now shown) by also representing hurricane asymmetry.  
2.5 Model Calibration for Tide  
To ensure that the model properly represents the characteristics of long-period wave propagation 
in our domain, a simulation of the tide is first carried out with FVCOM. The model is run 
without surface wind forcing for 36 days, forced at its open boundary by 9 tidal constituents 
obtained from Mukai et al. (2002). The last 32 days of hourly model output were used for 
harmonic analysis of tidal constituents. 
 Calibrating this application of FVCOM for tidal simulations consisted of varying the 
bottom friction coefficient, BFRIC (Equation 1.5), held constant throughout the entire domain. 
We found that changing Smagorinsky’s horizontal diffusion, the bottom roughness parameter, 
and the inundation depth (Dmin) had negligible effects on the model’s tidal results. Bottom 
friction coefficient was varied between 0.0020 and 0.0050, and the best results were produced 
with BFRIC=0.0040. Tidal constituent data (Table 2.2) were obtained from 14 long-term NOAA 
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tidal stations, along with data from 3 LSU’s Coastal Studies Institute stations 
(http://wavcis.csi.lsu.edu). Most stations are located in areas impacted by Rita’s storm surge, 
from east Texas to southeast Louisiana.  
 
Table 2.2: Stations used in tidal calibration. All stations are NOAA’s except the three Coastal 
Studies Institute (LSU) stations indicated. Each column shows observed Amplitude (in meters), 
then Amplitude and Phase differences (modeled – observed) between modeled and observed 
values, in meters and hours, respectively, for the three major tidal constituents.  
 
Station  Name O1 Amp., Amp., Phase 
K1 
Amp., Amp., Phase 
M2 
Amp., Amp., Phase 
Corpus Christi, TX 0.162; +0.004, +0.62 0.160; +0.001  -0.15 0.083; -0.025, -0.08 
Freeport, TX 0.147; +0.013, +0.64 0.152; +0.014, -0.11 0.096; -0.013, -0.17 
Galveston Pleasure 
Pier, TX 0.161; +0.004, +0.70 0.171; +0.002, -0.03 0.139; -0.021, -0.16 
Eagle Point, TX 0.114; -0.051, +1.41 0.117; -0.052, +0.65 0.034; -0.017, -0.25 
Sabine Pass North, 
TX 0.123; -0.028, +0.19 0.132; -0.029, -0.42 0.123; -0.031, -0.26 
Rainbow Bridge, 
TX 0.083; -0.054, +1.43 0.085; -0.054, +0.29 0.050; -0.033, -0.75 
Calcasieu Pass, LA 0.136; +0.040, +0.24 0.144; +0.044, -0.50 0.146; +0.024, -0.16 
CSI-03 (LSU) 0.154; +0.010, +0.94 0.169; +0.004, +0.25 0.126; -0.00, -0.10 
Lawma, Amerada 
Pass, LA 0.121; +0.001, +1.10 0.126; +0.007, +0.26 0.084; -0.029, -0.41 
CSI-05 (LSU) 0.143; +0.008, +0.83 0.149; +0.005, +0.21 0.027; +0.008, -0.47 
CSI-06 (LSU) 0.142; +0.008, +0.87 0.149; +0.003, +0.21 0.024; +0.005, -0.53 
Grand Isle, LA 0.114; +0.036, -0.63 0.114; +0.039, -1.25 0.013; +0.013, -1.00 
Pilots Station East, 
SW Pass, LA 0.132; +0.014, +0.62 0.133; +0.015, -0.22 0.017; +0.005, -0.07 
Gulfport Harbor, 
MS 0.157; +0.009, +0.75 0.172; +0.003, +0.03 0.035; +0.013, +0.29 
Dock E, Port of 
Pascagoula, MS 0.149; +0.013, +0.03 0.170; -0.001, -0.61 0.027; +0.016, +0.32 
Dauphin Island, 
AL 0.138; +0.002, -0.47 0.141; +0.002, -1.17 0.015; +0.013, +0.04 
Panama City 
Beach, FL 0.141; +0.008, +0.88 0.145; +0.007, +0.03 0.034; -0.006, +0.59 
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The diurnal tide is dominant in the northern GoM, where major tidal constituents are O1, 
K1 (amplitudes of 0.12-0.17 m, with a minimum around southwest Louisiana) and M2 (0.03-
0.15 m, with a maximum in southwest Louisiana). The largest errors occurred at Eagle Point, TX 
and Rainbow Bridge, TX, where FVCOM under-represented the tide, and for Grand Isle, LA 
where it overestimated tidal amplitudes (Table 2.2). However, these stations are located either 
very far from the continental shelf, inside Galveston Bay and Sabine Lake, or very far from 
landfall. Semi-diurnal amplitudes are smaller, and for M2 the two stations with larger errors were 
Sabine Pass North, TX and Calcasieu Pass, LA, where FVCOM under- and overestimated 
observed values, respectively, by about 15% (these stations are located inside coastal passes). 
The semi-diurnal tide was not perfectly captured in our application, but these are smaller 
amplitude constituents (S2 has 0.01-0.04 m amplitude on these stations; not shown). Typical 
amplitude prediction errors were about 0.01 m for the most important constituents. Tidal phase 
errors were small and rarely exceeded one hour for all stations and all constituents, in a region 
where tides have a ~24 h period. Overall the tidal predictions are satisfactory.  
2.6 Model Validation for Storm Surge  
Observations by McGee et al. (2006) provided data for Hurricane Rita’s storm tide validation 
(Table 2.3). USGS deployed a total of 23 pressure sensors as Rita approached, along and near the 
coast (“onshore” in Table 2.3), from Sabine Pass, TX, to Abbeville, LA, at inland distances from 
100 m to about 45 km inland. Only 14 USGS stations were used (Figure 2.4); the remainders 
were either too far north or located on small streams not resolved in the model. Data from three 
NOAA/NOS and one LSU station were also used for comparison with model results. The model 
did not do very well on these “offshore” stations. Here, modeled peaks were underestimated (by 
about 50%) and about 01h30 late (Table 2.3). Unfortunately there were no other “open water” 
stations with valid data covering Hurricane Rita. The three stations due east are very distant from 
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landfall (350-500 km), while the station south of Galveston Bay, TX was in the left quadrant of 
the hurricane, where winds blowing from land “against” the surge are admittedly overestimated.  
 
Table 2.3: Stations used for Hurricane Rita’s storm surge validation. All stations are NOAA’s 
except where indicated. Negative timing errors indicate modeled surge ahead of time. Positive 
peak errors indicate modeled value greater than observation.  
 
Station Long., Lat. Type Max. Obs. Elev. (m) 
Peak 
error (m) 
Peak 
error (hr) 
Galveston Pleasure 
Pier, TX -94.788, 29.285 Offshore 0.94 -0.52 2.0 
B15b (USGS) -93.898, 29.765 Onshore 2.85 -0.19 -0.50 
LC13 (USGS) -93.753, 29.764 Onshore 3.24 0.15 -1.50 
LC11 (USGS) -93.583, 29.762 Onshore 4.54 0.20 -0.75 
LC9 (USGS) -93.471, 29.818 Onshore 4.21 -0.05 0.10 
LC7 (USGS) -93.403, 29.890 Onshore 3.40 0.20 -0.25 
LC8a (USGS) -93.329, 29.798 Onshore 4.07 0.65 -0.50 
LC5 (USGS) -93.228, 30.011 Inland 2.11 1.45 -8.50 
LA12 (USGS) 29.786 -93.115 Onshore 4.52 -0.01 0.50 
LC8b (USGS) -93.080, 29.871 Inland 2.25 1.00 -2.50 
LA11 (USGS) -93.015, 29.771 Onshore 4.47 -0.45 0.50 
LA10 (USGS) -92.676, 29.707 Inland 2.65 -0.16 0.20 
LA9 (USGS) -92.328, 29.745 Inland 2.02 0.54 -7.50 
LA9b (USGS) -92.193, 29.783 Onshore 3.27 -0.16 -3.75 
LF5 (USGS) -92.127, 29.886 Inland 3.07 0.30 -6.50 
CSI-05 (LSU) -90.533, 29.053 Offshore 1.18 -0.75 2.00 
Grand Isle, LA -89.957, 29.263 Offshore 1.11 -0.75 1.00 
Pilots Station East, 
SW Pass, LA -89.407, 28.932 Offshore 0.82 -0.30 1.50 
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Figure 2.4: (a) Map of the region in the northern Gulf of Mexico most affected by Hurricane 
Rita, showing all stations used in surge validation. The box indicates the zoom shown below. (b) 
Detail of USGS stations used in surge validation.  
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 FVCOM results matched very well against USGS observed water levels in coastal land 
stations inundated by the surge. Peak amplitude errors were typically ± 0.2 m, in records where 
the storm tide was 3.5-4.5 m (e.g., Figure 2.5c), suggesting a 5% error. The exception was station 
LC8a (Figure 2.5e), where the model clearly overestimated the surge. This is a 15% error, and 
although station LC8a is considered “onshore” it is located about 4 km inland from the GoM, on 
a “loop” of Calcasieu Pass. The large error is probably caused by an increase in drag from the 
land when flooded. With respect to the timing of the storm tide, coastal results were also very 
good and typically have a ± half hour shift (e.g., Figure 2.5a). The worst comparison came from 
station LA9b where the surge was estimated to have arrived three hours earlier than the 
observations indicated (amplitude error was only 5%). This station is located in Intracoastal City, 
LA, about 3 km inland from Vermillion Bay and near a network of channels not resolved in our 
mesh. Inland stations did not do as well, but results are also satisfactory. Either peak elevations 
were overestimated (e.g., Figure 2.5f) or the peak arrived too early (e.g., Figure 2.5b), but in 
most stations only one of these issues was a problem. Station LA10 (Figure 2.5d) did not have 
any of these problems. Overall, modeled surge curves were similar to observed curves. Hindcast 
simulations of Hurricane Rita using SLOSH and ADCIRC had similar inland issues, and this was 
attributed to the inability of these applications to properly account for differences in drag that 
would be felt over marsh as compared to over the seabed (URS, 2006; Guidroz et al., 2006).  
Our results also show agreement with other published work on Hurricane Rita’s 
inundation, e.g. USGS’s “barrier mapping method” interpolation (Berenbrock et al., 2009), to be 
compared with our inundation map for the time of peak surge (Figure 2.6b), or FEMA’s (2008) 
simple geographical interpolation of maximum surge contours, to be compared with our map of 
highest inundations (Figure 2.7). We thus conclude that, overall, FVCOM’s representation of the 
storm tide is satisfactory in the northern GoM.  
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Figure 2.5: Modeled (FVCOM) vs. observed (USGS) water levels for Hurricane Rita, stations: 
(a) B15b, (b) LF5, (c) LC9, (d) LA10, (e) LC8a, (f) LC8b. All locations were initially dry, except 
for station B15b on Sabine Pass. Landfall for t = 104h.  
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Figure 2.6: Inundation maps from model results: (a) 6 hours before landfall, (b) 1 hour before 
landfall, and (c) 2 hours after landfall. Hurricane Rita made landfall at 08h UTC, 09/24/2005. 
Hurricane track (long dashed line) and position (dark grey circle) are shown. Panel (c) indicates 
6 locations (grey diamonds) referred to on Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.7: Maximum inundation map, illustrating flooding extent and distribution of surge 
amplitudes. Peak inundation levels for the entire simulation are shown.  
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2.7 Hurricane Rita’s Storm Surge and Inland Flooding 
The model indicates that before landfall, at 02h00 UTC, 09/24/2005 there was already significant 
coastal inundation from Bolivar Peninsula, TX east to Cote Blanche Bay, LA. Inundation 
reached about 8-10 km inland eastward of Calcasieu Pass, where the storm tide was about 2 m 
(Figure 2.6a). At this early stage and given the hurricane’s northwestward track, the cyclonic 
hurricane winds blew shoreward over Vermilion Bay and initial surges were highest in the 
shallows around Marsh Island, about 3 m high (Figure 2.6a). In Vermillion Bay the storm tide 
peaked almost 2.5 hours before Hurricane Rita’s landfall, and here water levels described a 
relatively slow rise and fall (Figure 2.8e).  
The observed USGS water levels for stations LF5 (Figure 2.5b) and LA9 (not shown), 
however, suggest that the modeled inland flooding speed in this area was overestimated. This has 
been attributed to the bottom coefficient not taking into account the effect of vegetation over 
wetland and flooded low-lying land, but it is likely also related to a less-than-perfect 
representation of far-field hurricane winds. At the point of impact the storm tide curve reached 4 
m about 2 hours before landfall (Figure 2.8a). In this location the local winds never really blew 
perpendicular to the shore; rather, they switched very quickly from easterly to westerly, which 
explains the lower and briefer surge.  
The highest water levels did not occur exactly where the point of maximum winds made 
landfall, but rather at about 1.1×RMW east of impact one hour before landfall (Figure 2.6b). This 
is likely explained by the funneling caused by Calcasieu Pass. Here the storm tide peaked around 
01h15 before landfall, at about 5.35 m (Figure 2.8b). The storm surge curve here was broader 
and the “bulge” that dominates the rising water until about 6 hours prior to landfall is also 
present. This represents the bathystrophic surge which is superseded by the oncoming cross-
shore winds that dominate nearer the time of impact.  
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Figure 2.8: Water levels for locations indicated on Figure 2.5c: (a) near landfall, (b) 1×RMW 
due East, (c) 2×RMW due East, (d) 3×RMW due East; (e) in Vermillion Bay and (f) in Calcasieu 
Lake. Time shown as hours from 00h, 09/20/2005 (landfall at t = 32h). Locations (a)-(d) are at 4 
m depth, the other two are at 2.5 m depth. The four curves represent storm tide (solid line), pure 
tide (dotted line), surge-only (dashed line), and the nonlinear interaction term (dot-dash line). See 
Figure 2.6c for locations (grey diamonds).  
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At about 2×RMW due east of landfall the surge curve is similar (Figure 2.8c): although 
the peak is considerably reduced, the bathystrophic surge peak of 2.2 m is almost the same as 
near the RMW. Farther east the surge peaks decrease even further (Figure 2.8d).  Here the shore 
configuration relative to the hurricane track considerably decreased the onshore component of 
the wind, and surges peak at only 2.6 m and show little more than a bathystrophic surge (Figure 
2.8d). 
 Two hours after landfall, flooding reached 30-50 km inland. At this time the highest 
water levels (at about 2.5 m) were still located near Calcasieu Pass, but spread east and west 
along the shore and also north, overland (Figure 2.6c). At the upstream part of Calcasieu Lake 
the storm tide peaked two hours after landfall, at 3.6 m (Figure 2.8f) and water levels did not go 
below 1.5 m for more than 30 hours after landfall (not shown). The post-hurricane receding stage 
is very important from an ecological standpoint and lasted for several days after landfall. This is 
because (1) there was no wind reinforcement to push them back (gravity “spreading” became the 
restoring force) and more importantly because (2) unlike the flooding stage when widespread 
coastal surges of above 2 m elevated the storm tide inundating everywhere over land, receding 
waters only flow through the existing narrow passes (see Rego and Li, 2009). 
 Hurricane Rita’s landfall having occurred near high tide, the highest water levels to the 
right of landfall should have been higher than observed, if one merely added tidal elevations to 
computed surges. To separate the storm tide into astronomical tide, surge residuals, and the 
interaction component, separate FVCOM simulations were run for tide-only and surge-only 
scenarios. These are the extra curves shown on Figure 2.8, in which the nonlinear interaction 
term is computed as ( )STSTI ηηηη +−= + , i.e. one subtracts tide and surge elevations from the 
storm tide’s. If linear superposition were correct, storm tide curves should exceed those 
calculated for the surge-only case around peak surge (Figures 2.8a-d) by the tidal amplitude of 
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about 0.33 m, but storm tide elevations are only about half that height above surge-only curves. 
We conclude that nonlinearity decreases peak storm tide heights along the shoreline east of 
landfall, where the storm tide was highest (Figure 2.8a-d). This pattern is seen clearly along the 
Louisiana coast: the nonlinear term opposes the tide, i.e. it reduces storm tide heights near high 
tide and it enhances the storm tide afterward. The second nonlinearity peak is shorter in duration 
as the surge decreases rapidly at this time. To test if this pattern holds under a different tide, the 
same wind forcing was simulated but the tide was changed such that landfall would coincide 
with low tide, with a tidal amplitude twice as large as before. The same pattern occurred for the 
nonlinear effect: the nonlinear term opposes the tide by enhancing storm tide heights when the 
tide is near its lowest (and it reduces the storm tide afterward).  
For the case of low- or high-tide landfalls described here, nonlinear effects were 
constructive or destructive to total storm tide, respectively. For peak “pure” surges between 2.5 
and 5 m along the most impacted shore, average peak nonlinearities were 0.25 m at high tide 
with a 0.33 m amplitude (e.g., Figure 2.8a-d) and 0.45 m at low tide with a 0.68 m amplitude 
(not shown). These results indicate that nonlinearity is significant, reaching up to 66-75% of the 
tidal amplitude. Whereas for a hurricane expected to make landfall during high tide one can use 
the conventional method to obtain an overly conservative estimation for peak storm tide, a 
significant underestimation will occur if the hurricane hits at low tide (by more than half the tidal 
amplitude). Other authors have previously reached similar conclusions, but without the 
quantitative perspective and systematic approach that we perform in the next sections. 
2.8 Idealized Simulations 
To better understand how surge generation is sensitive to the local tide and continental shelf 
geometry, different scenarios were ran in which these factors were varied. A standard hurricane 
was defined, to be used in all idealized simulations. Its only variation will be landfall timing 
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relative to the tide. An appropriate RMW for a Cat-3 or Cat-4 hurricane is 50 km (Hsu and Yan, 
1998). Its maximum sustained wind speed was set to 40 m/s, representing a medium-strength 
hurricane (Resio and Westerink, 2008). Hurricane forward velocity was set to 5 m/s, the average 
from those on Table 2.1. 
 A typical profile representing the continental shelf off southwest and central Louisiana 
was defined. Here the shelf is wide: the distance from shore to the 50 m isobath is 150 km and 
the shelf break (as measured by the 100 m isobath) is 45 km further offshore (Table 2.4). A 
narrower shelf was also defined, three times steeper, representative of the south Texas shelf. The 
gradient for the continental slope, from the shelf break down to the 1000 m depth, was the same 
for both cases (Table 2.4). Depths were set to 1000 m everywhere else.  
 
Table 2.4: Gradients for the two typical continental shelves tested here. 
Distances from shore, in km Typical Louisiana Narrower Shelf 
… to 50 m isobath 150 km 50 km 
(upper shelf gradient, x10-3) (0.333) (1.00) 
… to 100 m isobath 195 km 65 km 
(mid shelf gradient, x10-3) (1.11) (3.33) 
… to 1000 m isobath 265 km 135 km 
(continental slope gradient, x10-3) (12.9) (12.9) 
 
An idealized computational mesh was developed for these profiles (Figure 2.2b). The 
model domain fits a semi-circle centered at the point of landfall (x=0, y=0), with the open 
boundary located 300 km away from the center. Depths begin at 0.0 m along the y=0 line and 
decrease linearly to z=–10 m northward to the y=30 km line (i.e., the inundation area follows the 
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gradient of the wide shelf slope). Positive depths, representing “wet” nodes, were increased by 
1.0 m, to avoid constant wetting and drying during tidal runs. A total of 50234 triangular cells 
with 25317 nodes comprise the horizontal; 2 sigma layers comprise the vertical. Mesh resolution 
is 500-2000 m in most of the domain; it is 8 km at the open boundary.  
 Synthetic tides have amplitude of 0.50 m, slightly larger than the observed tide on the 
Louisiana-Texas shelf. Since the tide is mostly diurnal in this region, the synthetic tide in the 
idealized experiments uses K1 except for Scenario C, which will be used for comparison with a 
semi-diurnal tide. Scenario B has a minimum depth of 5.0 m, allowing for an evaluation of the 
effect of increasing a shelf’s average depth. Simulations under Scenario D were done for the 
narrow shelf (Table 2.5). For each shelf/tide combination the standard hurricane was made to 
have landfall at significant tidal phases: High tide, Ebb, Low tide, and Flood (where ebb and 
flood were defined based on water levels rather than currents). This set of 4×4=16 simulations on 
a simplified coast (without complex convergences or funneling effects) with simple tides gives 
us insight into how shelf depth and slope, as well as tidal timing and tidal period affect 
hurricane-induced storm tides.  
 
Table 5: Four storm tide scenarios tested with standard hurricane. 
Shelf geometries are summarized on Table 2.4; a “wide” shelf is representative of Louisiana’s 
southwest continental shelf, whereas a “narrow” shelf has 3 times that slope. The depth added 
immediately seaward of the shoreline (to the entire shelf, thereby maintaining the desired slopes) 
is also shown. Tidal amplitude was 0.5 m in all cases.  
 
Scenario Shelf Geometry Depth added Tidal Period 
A Wide 1 m K1 (23.94 h) 
B Wide 5 m K1 (23.94 h) 
C Wide 1 m S2 (12.00 h) 
D Narrow 1 m K1 (23.94 h) 
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2.9 The Role of Shelf Geometry 
Peak surge-only curves, determined along the y=0 line in the synthetic domain, are shown in 
black in Figure 2.9. Compared to peak surges produced by our “standard” hurricane hitting a 
wide and shallow shelf (Figure 2.9a), increasing the average depth by 4 m led to the decrease of 
peak pure surge to about 75% of the original (Figure 2.9b), whereas tripling the shelf gradient led 
to the decrease of peak pure surge to about 50% (Figure 2.9d). These are the effects of shelf 
geometry alone. Before introducing the effect of tides in surge simulations, and because we are 
investigating the role of shelf depth on pure surge, it is worth discussing the vertical structure of 
the surge currents. A storm surge represents a balance of vertically integrated pressure gradient 
force (the surface slope) with the difference of the surface and bottom stresses. The surface stress 
is from the wind; the bottom stress is where 2-D and 3-D models differ. The bottom stress 
typically follows a quadratic friction law: in the 2-D case this is based on the depth-averaged 
velocity whereas in the 3-D case it is based on the near-bottom velocity. Hence, by 
overestimating bottom stress a 2-D model tends to underestimate surge height. This may not be 
problematic in hindcast because the effective bottom drag coefficient can be calibrated. 
However, drag coefficients are not physically the same and important physics may not be 
resolved due to compensation of errors (Weisberg and Zheng, 2008). Our application accounts 
for this by using 2 sigma layers in the vertical, but most storm surge applications run in 2-D.  
 Vectors representing surface, depth-integrated and bottom currents are shown on Figure 
2.10 for surge-only simulations. Comparing Scenario A (Figure 2.10a) with Scenario B (Figure 
2.10b), surface currents in the former are stronger and have larger across-shore components than 
in the latter. The shallower Scenario A leads to a stronger surge asymmetry, in that surge 
elevations are higher to the right of the hurricane and lower to its left, as compared to a scenario 
only 4 m deeper (surge contours given by solid lines).  
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Figure 2.9: Peak storm tide elevations along y=0: (a) Scenario A, (b) Scenario B, (c) Scenario C, 
and (d) Scenario D (Table 2.5). Different locations have peaks at different times. Surge-only is 
shown as a dark solid line; other lines represent simulations including tides, for which hurricane 
made landfalls at different times. Abscissa is distance right (positive) and left (negative) of 
landfall, in multiples of RMW (=40km). 
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Figure 2.10: Surge-only currents in idealized simulations for (a) Scenarios A (K1 tide, wide 
shelf), and (b) Scenario B (the same, only 4 m deeper). Red, blue and green vectors represent 
surface, depth-integrated, and bottom currents, respectively. Coastal currents are shown 2 hours 
before landfall, for the standard hurricane of RMW=40km. The yellow diamond indicates the 
center of the hurricane. Currents were resampled into regularly-spaced 15km vectors, for clarity 
(mesh resolution was 500-2000 m). Dashed lines are the 0 and 15 m isobaths. Solid lines 
represent inundation heights, in meters.  
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Bottom currents on the right-hand side of the hurricane are directed to the left of the 
surface currents, from about 90 to 180º. Here the bottom current vectors point against the surface 
elevation gradient, nearly perpendicular to the surface elevation contours. This is the bottom 
return current described in Welander (1961) for the “quasi-steady surge with vertical 
circulation.” It follows that the bottom stress (which opposes the bottom current) has a 
shoreward component, which contributes to increase the piling up of water against shore. This 3-
D effect has a counter-intuitive, enhancing impact on coastal surge, and it is another indication 
that three-dimensional models are preferable over 2-D models for simulating storm surges (see 
also Weisberg and Zheng, 2008).  
2.10 Effects of Nonlinear Tide-Surge Interaction 
The peak height difference between low- and high-tide landfalls may serve as a first 
approximation for nonlinear effects: measured this way, nonlinear effects are greatest for 
Scenario C (0.38 m, Figure 2.9c), followed by Scenario A (0.58 m, Figure 2.9a), then Scenarios 
B (0.70 m, Figure 2.9b) and D (0.76 m, Figure 2.9d). These differences should equal the tidal 
range, 1 m, if there was no interaction.  
All surge and storm tide peak curves are greater to the right of landfall, as expected. For 
Scenario A, surge-only peaks reach 4.35 m at 0.45×RMW and 0.9×RMW, and are above 2 m in -
0.3×RMW<x<+2.6×RMW, (Figure 2.9a). Note that for x<-1.5×RMW and x>+3.8×RMW all the 
peak storm tide curves are above the surge-only line. This is because these storm tide maxima 
refer to the local high tide, which does not exist in the pure surge simulation. Indeed, the timing 
of peak storm tide gradually deviates from the timing of peak pure surge, approaching the time 
of local high-tide, far from x=+RMW. For locations 4×RMW to the right of landfall given a mid-
ebb landfall, for example, local peak storm tide (considerably higher than local peak surge) 
occurs 4.6 hours before landfall, which is explained by the local K1 high tide 6 hours before 
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landfall. Given this increase in complexity, but mostly because nonlinearity greatly decreases 
away from the highest surges, our focus will remain on the -0.5×RMW <x< +2.5×RMW interval. 
This is consistent with Li (1988), whose approximate analytical solution with both astronomical 
tide and a meteorological surge give a greater nonlinear effect in the center of the forced wave.  
 Figure 2.11 summarizes the four scenarios, for each of the four types of landfall timings, 
at x=+0.9×RMW. Peak pure surge is highest (3.67 m) at 0.9×RMW to the right of landfall. This 
distance, shorter than RMW in a straight coastline, can be explained by the non-zero inflow 
angle used in the hurricane wind field (resulting in strongest winds hitting land slightly west of 
geometric RMW). Note that whereas the nodes used to create Figure 2.9 (along y=0) are over dry 
land, the nodes used to create Figure 2.11 (4 km offshore), are now at different depths: at 2.4 m 
for Scenario A and C, at 6.4 m for Scenario B, and at 5.2 m for Scenario D.  
Under Scenario A, the effect of nonlinearity for landfalls at high- or low-tide is clear: 
peak storm tide heights are about 0.30 m lower and higher, respectively, than peak pure surge 
(Figures 2.11a,i), whereas a linear addition of surge and tide would yield 0.50 m differences. 
Nonlinearity peaks, in time, between peak surge and highest/lowest tide (these are separated by 
about a half hour), thus the resulting storm tide curves are similar to the surge-only curves, 
during rising and falling stages. The second nonlinearity peak, at the time of lowest surge, 
creates negative storm tides with virtually the same elevation as the pure surge’s (always 
opposing the tide).  
 For landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood, peak storm tide heights are the same as pure surge, 
suggesting negligible nonlinearity. However, a linear addition of surge and tide for a landfall at 
mid-flood (Figure 2.11m) would produce a curve with a gentler slope before landfall and a 
steeper decline afterwards, whereas for a landfall at mid-ebb (Figure 2.11e) linearly adding tide 
and surge would result in a curve with a steeper slope ahead of landfall and a gentler decline 
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afterward. The nonlinear effect is relevant (and opposes the tide) in the ±5 hours around peak 
storm tide (it is zero when tidal elevation is at MSL), and merely alters the “shape” of storm tide 
curves.  
 
 
Figure 2.11: Water levels at x=+0.9×RMW. The 4 columns from the left are Scenarios A, B, C, 
and D, respectively. The 4 rows represent results for landfall at high tide (a-d), mid-ebb (e-h), 
low tide (i-l), and mid-flood (m-p), respectively. The four curves have the same meaning as 
Figure 2.8’s. All landfalls at t=20h.  
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 Farther away from landfall, at 2×RMW right of landfall (not shown), peak storm surge is 
about 70% of peak surges near RMW. Here the effect of nonlinearity for high- or low-tide 
hurricane impacts is to produce peak storm tide heights about 0.4 m lower and higher, 
respectively, than peak pure surge. This indicates the decreasing effect of nonlinearity as local 
pure surges decrease. The effect of nonlinearity for all landfall timings tested is the same for 
Scenarios B and D as for Scenario A, albeit with a decreased magnitude: a change in shape for 
ebb- of flood-tide landfalls and a change in peak amplitude for high- or low-tide landfalls – with 
nonlinearity always opposing tide.  
 Scenario C, with a semi-diurnal tide on the same shelf as Scenario A, yielded the greatest 
nonlinearities. Although peak pure surges are the same for both scenarios, peak nonlinear effects 
at these locations are about 50% greater in Scenario C compared to Scenario A. Contrary to all 
other scenarios, a landfall at mid-ebb produces a peak storm tide higher than the pure surge 
(Figure 2.11g), because the nonlinear effect actually adds to the tide for about one hour, before 
landfall. Having landfalls for low- and mid-flood tides yield comparable peak storm tides, both 
about 0.12 m lower than pure surge (Figures 2.11c,o), which is also unlike the other scenarios. 
Under Scenario C, storm tide and pure surge curves show 10-15 minutes phase shifts that add to 
the complexity of this analysis.  
 Figure 2.12 shows peak magnitudes of the nonlinear effect along y=0, averaged between 
0.75×RMW <x< 1.25×RMW. Nonlinear effects reach up to about 80% of the tidal amplitude for 
Scenario C, about 47% for Scenario A, about 41% for Scenario B, and 26% for Scenario D 
(determined using the average high- and low-tide values). Although they have the same broad 
and shallow shelf and the resulting same peak storm surge value, 3.7 m, Scenario A with a K1 
tide and Scenario C with an S2 tide yielded distinct nonlinearities, the latter producing much 
larger values.  
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For all scenarios tested the nonlinear effect is greatest for landfalls at low tide, followed 
by landfalls at high tide (10-30% smaller) and then by those cases with landfalls at mid-ebb or 
mid-flood (further 30-45% smaller). The decrease is more pronounced for the case with a narrow 
shelf, Scenario D, for which both storm surges and nonlinearities were the smallest (Figure 2.12). 
Not accounting for these nonlinearities may result in peak storm tide overestimation for landfalls 
at high tide and underestimation for landfalls at low tide, by about 45% of tidal amplitude in 
Scenarios A and B. But for Scenario C, the semi-diurnal tide on our wide and shallow shelf 
causes so much nonlinearity (up to 80% of the tidal amplitude) that a simple surge-only 
simulation would actually produce better estimates for peak storm tide heights than adding pure 
surge to tidal elevations.  
2.11 Nonlinear Residuals in the Momentum Equations 
Variations in the nonlinear bottom friction terms, ( )η++ hvuuCd 22  and ( )η++ hvuvCd 22 ,  
and nonlinear momentum advection terms, yuvxuu ∂∂+∂∂  and yvvxvu ∂∂+∂∂ , generate 
tide-surge interaction in shallow water and influence the distribution of energy between tide and 
surge. By examining time-series of these terms, their influence on tide-surge interaction can be 
better appreciated. The nonlinear terms in the equation for mass conservation play an 
insignificant role in tide-surge interaction (Welander, 1961; Wolf, 1981; Tang et al., 1996; Jones 
and Davies, 2008), and will not be considered here. Jones and Davies (2008) made similar 
investigations to study how extra-tropical surges affect the local tide in the Irish Sea. Their 
model results indicated that these nonlinear residuals were significantly larger (of order 100) in 
shallow waters as compared to deep waters (1.8 vs. 45 m depths in their example). Over shallow 
waters, their bottom friction term peaked at about 5×10-4 m·s-2, while their advection term 
peaked at about 5×10-5 m·s-2.  
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Figure 2.12: Magnitude of nonlinear term maxima for idealized simulations, near x=+RMW for 
the 4 different landfall timings (4 different color bars). Abscissa represents different Scenarios 
(Table 2.5). For landfalls at low- or high-tide, only the nonlinear term during peak surge is 
shown. For landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood the average magnitude of two peaks is shown.  
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Here we examine in detail results at two locations, “Point 1” and ”Point 2” (located 
1×RMW and 2×RMW to the right of landfall, respectively) for both real and idealized 
geometries, and for low- and high-tide landfalls. These are the same points used in Figures 2.8 
and 2.11 (over depths of about 4 m in the real mesh and 2.5 m in the idealized mesh). Time-
series of the various terms in the y-momentum equation (not shown) indicate that bottom friction 
and advective terms are the most significant right of landfall, together balancing the pressure 
gradient force. For the Rita simulation on the realistic Louisiana-Texas mesh, the friction term is 
greater than advection, but both terms have the same order of magnitude; for the idealized mesh 
with a straight coastline and monotonically deepening shelf, advection is about 5 times smaller 
than friction. This is to some extent, expected.  As indicated in Li (2006) and Li et al. (2008), 
advection tends to be much larger when there is a complication of bathymetry and curvature of 
the coastlines. As much as 45%-70% of the nonlinearity can be from advection when such 
complication exists.  In the x-momentum balance, all terms are an order of magnitude smaller 
than that in the across-shelf direction and won’t be discussed here.  
The change in friction and advective terms, taken as the difference between tide with 
surge and tide-only plus surge-only, reveals the nonlinear residuals in the simulations. Figure 
2.13 shows time series of the difference in these terms for the realistic and idealized cases (top 
and bottom rows, respectively), having low- and high-tide landfalls; Point 1 is shown on the left, 
Point 2 on the right.  
For the Louisiana-Texas simulations, changes in these terms show significant temporal 
and spatial variability. Much like in Jones and Davies (2008),  nonlinear residuals peak at about 
2 and 4×10-4 m·s-2, also with many fluctuations and no clear pattern. Because the hurricane 
travels quickly, the relative magnitude of local wind-forced currents and their orientation and 
phase relative to tidal currents varies quickly, and the advective and frictional terms change 
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significantly in time and space. In our hurricane simulations the advection term clearly 
dominates over the bottom friction term, indicating a higher degree of complexity. Comparing 
the low- and high-tide landfall curves on each plot, they tend to “mirror” each other, but with 
considerable noise.  
Not surprisingly, time-series of nonlinear residuals from the idealized cases (bottom row 
of Figure 2.13) show less variability. Bottom friction now clearly dominates over advection, 
which is very small. Here the friction nonlinear residuals peak at only about 2×10-4 m·s-2. 
Overall the nonlinear elevation effects were not that different between idealized and realistic 
simulations (Sections 4.1 and 4.4); this is attributed to the less oscillating behavior of the bottom 
friction residuals for the idealized scenarios as compared to the advective residuals for the 
realistic simulations. The tendency for low- and high-tide landfall curves to “mirror” each other 
is also clearer.  
 The variability and dependency upon landfall timing can be appreciated by considering 
the influence of changes in bottom stress produced by the tide. Since the bottom stress 
( DvUCd ) is appreciable in nearshore regions and depends upon current magnitude U and total 
water depth D= h+ η, even if η and U were constant, the influence of the stress would show 
significant variability as h changes rapidly near the shore. For a high-tide landfall η increases, 
and so for a constant U the bottom stress decreases, which in a pure surge simulation would 
correspond to reducing Cd, leading to an increase in surge amplitude, as less energy is dissipated 
by bottom stress. However, in a combined tide and surge calculation, U depends on both the 
storm surge current (a function of wind direction and water depth) and tidal current. Therefore 
any reduction in bottom stress due to an increase in η in a combined tide-surge simulation can be 
offset by an increase in U, with an associated increase in bottom stress and reduction in surge 
energy.  
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Figure 2.13: Changes in the y-momentum of the two major nonlinear components: bottom 
friction [ ( )η++ hvuvCd 22 , dashed lines] and horizontal advection [ yvvxvu ∂∂+∂∂ , solid 
lines], both in m·s-2. Each sub-panel shows nonlinear residuals for landfalls at low-tide (fine, 
black lines) and high-tide (thick, red lines): (a) and (b) represent Hurricane Rita model results, at 
Points 1 and 2, respectively; (c) and (d) represent Scenario A’s results, also for points located 
1×RMW and 2×RMW to the right of landfall.  
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2.12 Conclusions of Chapter 2 
An application of the unstructured-grid finite-volume numerical model FVCOM to Hurricane 
Rita’s storm surge in September 2005 was implemented and the resulting inland flooding along 
the Louisiana-Texas coast studied. The simulated storm surge induced by Hurricane Rita was 
successfully verified against USGS’ measurements in the coastal and inland locations where 
instruments were deployed prior to the landfall. On the stretch of coastline most affected by 
Hurricane Rita, from point of landfall to approximately 3×RMW due east, peak storm tide 
reached 5 m.  
 The nonlinear effect was computed by subtracting tide and surge-only elevations from the 
storm tide’s. Along the coast east of landfall nonlinearity opposes the tide, reducing storm tide 
heights when the tide is rising or high, and enhancing the storm tide when ebbing and 
approaching low tide. For low- or high-tide landfalls, nonlinearity effects are constructive and 
destructive to total storm tide, respectively. Nonlinearity is significant, reaching up to about 70% 
of the tidal amplitude in both cases.  
In the second part of this study a systematic approach to tide-surge nonlinearities was 
performed, forcing a typical hurricane on different shelf geometries for different tides and tidal 
timings (relative to landfall). Compared to peak surges produced by our “standard” hurricane 
hitting a wide shelf with a 1 m minimum depth, increasing the minimum depth to 5 m decreases 
peak pure surge to about 75%, whereas increasing (by a factor of 3) the shelf gradient decreases 
peak pure surge to about 50%. This is the effect of shelf geometry alone.  
 The analysis of surface, depth-integrated and bottom currents were used to show how the 
shallow Scenario A leads to a stronger surge asymmetry (higher surge elevations to the right of 
the hurricane and lower to its left), as compared to a scenario only 4 m deeper. Because the 
bottom are nearly perpendicular to the surface elevation contours, the bottom return flow is 
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directed to the left of the surface currents (from about 90 to 180º) on the right-hand side of the 
hurricane. The bottom stress then has a shoreward component, which contributes to increase the 
piling up of water against shore. This counter-intuitive three-dimensional effect has an enhancing 
impact on coastal surge, and suggests that 3-D models are preferable over 2-D models for 
simulating storm surges.  
 When tides are included in simulations, nonlinear interaction is shown to be important in 
the region -0.5×RMW <x< +2.5×RMW (where x=0 is landfall), since this is where surges are 
higher and also where local peak storm tides are coincident in time with local peak pure surges. 
For landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood the main nonlinear effect is to oppose the tide in the 5 
hours before and after peak storm tides, generating storm tide curves with moderately different 
shapes but having the same peak height (as a linear superposition of surge and tide). For landfalls 
at high- or low-tide the nonlinear effect opposes the tide, i.e. peak storm tide heights are lower 
and higher, respectively, than a linear superposition.  
Nonlinearity effects reach up to 80% of the tidal amplitude on a wide shelf under a semi-
diurnal tide. This demonstrates the effect of amplification of nonlinearity over a wide shelf: the 
semi-diurnal tide has larger nonlinear effect compared to the diurnal tide because the former has 
a shorter wavelength and “sensed” the shelf as being wider when the same geometry is used. 
Under diurnal tides, nonlinearity effects reach up to 47% for a wide shelf, 41% for a wide shelf 4 
m deeper, and 26% for a narrow shelf. The nonlinear effect is the greatest for landfalls at low 
tide, followed by landfalls at high tide and then by landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood. Not 
accounting for such tide-surge interaction may result in a significant overestimation of peak 
storm tide heights for a landfall at high tide and a significant underestimation for a landfall at 
low tide.  
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The change in the storm tide was found to be appreciable in shallow water and was 
produced by changes in non-linear bottom friction and momentum advection due to the presence 
of the tide. A detailed examination of these residuals showed that the nonlinear residuals of 
advection dominate in the realistic simulations, while the nonlinear residuals of the quadratic 
bottom friction dominate in idealized simulations (see also Li et al., 2008). Because bottom 
friction is the most important nonlinear term, it would be physically more correct to have a 
spatially variable drag coefficient and a comparison against simulations having spatially-varying 
values should be of interest. While there are applications where lower values are used “offshore” 
and higher values for shallower waters (e.g. Retana, 2008), our study produced very good 
validations with a “high” drag value used throughout the domain (like e.g. Jones and Davies, 
2008), probably because our focus was on nearshore areas. Unfortunately, such an increase in 
complexity would complicate even more any attempt to summarize storm surge mechanisms and 
its interaction with tides and shelf geometry. This complication is not addressed here and is left 
for future studies. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
ON THE RECEDING OF STORM SURGE ALONG LOUISIANA’S LOW-LYING COAST2 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Since it is the initial surge impact that causes the largest part of human deaths and destruction, 
most surge hydrodynamics studies focus on peak coastal surge timing, elevations and currents, 
and the return to sea of storm waters is often overlooked. However, this receding surge is 
reportedly important from an ecological standpoint (e.g., Nichols, 1994) in that the longer surge 
inundation lasts, the more environmental damage will take place (endangering animals, fish and 
plants by keeping excessive amounts of saltwater in marshes). Nichols (1994) studied the 
response of Chesapeake Bay estuaries to storms and concluded that the “recovery” stage extends 
from 7 to 26 days. Gong et al.’s (2007) model results for the York River estuary suggest that the 
influence of Tropical Cyclone Isabel’s (September 2003) storm surge itself on estuary transport 
mainly occurs within the first 48 h, whereas the recovery of the estuary to its natural state 
required about 20 days. The study by Gong et al. (2007), however, focused on salt flux 
mechanisms during storm surge and subsequent high river pulse event, and did not attempt to 
explain the surge hydrodynamics.  
Hurricane Gustav occurred three years after Hurricane Rita (described in Chapter 2). 
After devastating large parts of Cuba, Gustav reached its maximum strength with maximum 
sustained winds of 240 km/h and a minimum pressure of 941 mbar (becoming the second major 
hurricane of the 2008 Atlantic hurricane). On 09/01/2008 at 15h UTC the center of Gustav made 
landfall in the United States along the Louisiana coast near Cocodrie (Figure 3.1) as a very 
strong Category 2 hurricane, with winds of 175 km/h (Beven, 2008). Here we use USGS surge 
                                                 
2
 Reprinted by permission of the Journal of Coastal Research (see Rego and Li, 2009a) 
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data, our modeling results from Hurricane Rita, and our data covering Hurricane Gustav to study 
the receding stage of surge waters. We quantify typical longer term hurricane-induced inundation 
patterns and describe why surge inflow and outflow dynamics are so different on this coast. This 
is relevant to the general problem of storm surge coastal impacts and clearly warrants 
investigation. 
3.2. Methods 
The model domain, designed to study Hurricane Rita’s storm surge, extends from the Mexico-
U.S.A. border to Apalachicola Bay in Florida, with a 1,300 km long open boundary arching in 
between. The mesh has a total of 178,675 triangular cells with 90,099 nodes comprising the 
horizontal and 2 sigma layers in the vertical. Mesh resolution increases from 10 km on the open 
boundary toward the region of Hurricane Rita’s impact; the finest resolutions (200 m) are on 
Sabine and Calcasieu Passes (Figure 3.1), which connect the area’s major lakes to the Gulf. In 
this application floodplain cells have a 500-2000 m resolution; the flooding threshold depth was 
set to 10 cm. Bathymetry data is a combination of the National Geophysical Data Center’s US 
Coastal Relief Model, the ETOPO-2 Global Relief model and LSU’s LIDAR dataset. The model 
was forced by wind stress and tides. With an external timestep of 0.6 s and running on 64 
processors of the Shell Coastal Environmental Modeling Laboratory (LSU’s SC&E), a 10-day 
simulation takes approximately 25 hours to complete.  
Following the methodology of Chapter 2, we use the parametric wind model by Holland 
(1980) with the observed gridded wind speed data from NOAA’s Hurricane Research Division, 
the H*WIND dataset (Powell et al., 1996). Jelesnianski’s (1966) “correction” to account for the 
asymmetry due to the forward motion of a hurricane (increasing the wind speed in the right 
quadrants) is used. Holland’s peakedness parameter, B, is given as a function of the RMW.  
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Figure 3.1: Map of south Louisiana. Hurricane Rita’s path, features mentioned in the text and 
USGS stations from Figure 3.2 are shown.  
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The “inflow angle” is set to a constant 10º. Having a set of X, Y, RMW, Vmax, and 
forward speed for each H*WIND snapshot, we assign a wind vector for every cell in the model 
as a function of the distance to the hurricane center. Our improved Holland model provides a 
better fit against observed winds and allows for hurricane wind field interpolation at short 
intervals; here, wind fields are interpolated into 12-minute intervals.  
A simulation of the tide was first carried out with FVCOM. The model was forced at its 
open boundary by 9 tidal constituents obtained from Mukai et al. (2002) and run without wind 
forcing for 36 days. Hourly model output was used for harmonic analysis of tidal constituents. 
Calibrating FVCOM for this application consisted of varying the bottom friction coefficient, 
constant in the entire domain; the best results were obtained with BFRIC=0.0040. Tidal 
constituent were obtained from 14 NOAA tidal stations and three Coastal Studies Institute (CSI) 
WAVCIS stations (LSU). The tidal phase errors are small and rarely exceed one hour for all 
stations and all constituents, in a region where tides have a ~24 h period. Excluding three 
upstream stations, the typical amplitude prediction error is about 0.01 m for the most important 
constituents, O1 and K1. Overall the tidal predictions are very satisfactory. 
Observations by McGee et al. (2006) provided data for Hurricane Rita’s storm tide 
validation. A total of 23 USGS pressure sensors were deployed along and near the coast, from 
Sabine Pass, TX, to Abbeville, LA, at inland distances ranging from a few hundred feet from the 
coast to about 30 miles inland. Data from three NOAA/NOS and one LSU/CSI stations were also 
used, for storm tide comparison in GoM open waters. Comparison between FVCOM results 
(simulating surge and tide, for an observed landfall near high tide) and USGS water levels for 
coastal stations on southeast and central Louisiana yielded very good matches (see Chapter 2). 
Peak amplitude errors were typically ± 0.2 m, in records where the storm tide was 3.5-4.5 m, 
suggesting a 5% error.  
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With respect to the timing of the storm tide, coastal results were also very good and the 
typical situation is a ± half hour shift. Inland stations had slightly larger errors. Either peak 
elevations were overestimated (e.g., Figure 3.2b) or the modeled peak arrived too early (e.g., 
Figure 3.2c), but in most stations only one of these issues was a problem. Inland stations LC7 
(Figure 3.2a) and LA10 (not shown) did not have any of these problems. Hindcast simulations of 
Hurricane Rita using SLOSH and ADCIRC had similar inland issues, and this was attributed to 
the inability of models to account for differences in bottom friction between water and marsh 
(URS, 2006). Our results also show good agreement with other published work on Hurricane 
Rita’s inundation (FEMA, 2008; Berenbrock et al., 2009).  
More importantly, our modeled receding surge curves match very well with observed 
curves, with small errors in peak heights or peak timing. Such a successful representation of 
Rita’s storm tide allows us to proceed with confidence in looking at storm surge dynamics and 
coastal inundation.  
3.3. Discussion 
The USGS surge data is valuable (e.g., Figure 3.2), but has some disadvantages: it only covers a 
few locations, clustered around roads and bridges; only 2 stations (inside our mesh, B15b and 
LC8b) start with a 0 MSL elevation, with most stations placed at about 1 m elevation. The 
former is offset by the use of our validated numerical model, which gives us water levels and 
currents for the entire domain at any time (e.g., Figure 3.3), whereas the latter is countered by the 
use of our own data from two channels, covering Hurricane Gustav (Figure 3.4). Having time-
series that only record down to 1 m implies that receding times can only be stated with 
confidence for the ~35% level (i.e., the time it takes for the surge to reach down to 35% of its 
local peak).  
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Figure 3.2: Validation curves for USGS stations (a) LC7, (b) LC8b, and (c) LA9b. Sensors were 
initially dry (location on Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.3: Inundation maps for southwest Louisiana: 3 hours before landfall (a) Sabine Pass 
and (b) Vermillion Bay areas; (c) Sabine Pass and (d) Vermilion Bay, 24 and 26 hours after 
landfall, respectively. 
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The USGS data only recorded water levels for about 4.5 days after landfall. We run 
FVCOM for a longer period but only looked at results, with confidence, for about 6 days after 
landfall. After that we had little to compare against, and other mechanisms not modeled here 
would have an increasing influence (e.g., evaporation, rainfall).  
It is typical of surge curves from any hurricane (e.g., Figure 3.2) that the surge build-up is 
much shorter and more intense than the receding, waning stage. For Hurricane Rita, the former 
lasts 5-15 hours, tending to the lower value for stations near the coastline. Water levels may take 
between 140 hours from landfall to reach a normal level (station B15b, on Sabine Pass, captures 
the entire receding period) to more than 7 days (station LC8b, about 10km inland, still has a 0.9 
m water level after this time).  
Having only one USGS station recording water levels on a coastal pass (B15b on Sabine 
Pass), we also compare FVCOM’s Hurricane Rita results with observed data for “similar” 
channels – curves in Figure 3.4a represent channels just east and far east from Rita’s landfall, 
while Figure 3.4b’s represent channels just east and far east from Gustav’s landfall. Based on the 
data from these 5 stations, we can determine that on this low-lying coast, water levels on coastal 
passes take about 100-140 hours to return to normal. The coastal stations that do recede the most 
(LC9, LC8a) take about 100 hours to reach 20% of the local peak surge height (these sensors 
were placed at about 0.9 m MSL elevation). Most of the coastal stations (e.g., LC11, LA12, 
LA9b) take about 100 hours to reach 35% of local maxima. Inland stations (e.g., LC8b, LA10, 
LA9) take longer, about 6.5 days to reach this 35% threshold.  
This significant difference becomes more important for low-lying coasts, because here 
the flooding volumes and the distance they travel inland are very large. Contrasting surge 
dynamics during peak inflow, which occurs just before landfall, and during peak outflow, which 
takes place about a day after landfall, can explain it. Figure 3.3 shows FVCOM snapshots for 
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two of the four main outflow points in the impacted region (the other two being Calcasieu Pass 
and Mermentau River; Figure 3.1). Coastal surges peak at about one hour before landfall, and 2 
hours before that coastal flooding is already widespread near Sabine Pass and the southwest pass 
of Vermilion Bay (Figure 3.3a,b).  
FVCOM clearly shows that when a hurricane approaches a coast, flooding occurs along 
large parts of the shoreline (tens of kilometers). Three hours before impact near landfall, surge 
heights are 2.5-3.5 m and flooding as measured by the 2 m contour begins to spread inland 
(Figure 3.3a). Notice how the beach ridges east of Sabine Pass are represented in the model and 
do retard (but do not ultimately avoid) the surge flooding in that area. At the same time, farther 
east (where cyclonic winds started flooding earlier) surge heights are also 2.5-3.5 m, and the 2 m 
contour extends about 15 km inland on both sides of the southwest pass of Vermilion Bay 
(Figure 3.3b). Pushing against the coast, eventually this elevated “dome” of water (in which 
bottom friction has a decreased effect) results in widespread flooding: a brief, massive landward 
transport of water. 
In contrast, the outflow of surge waters takes place on smaller space scales and over a 
much longer period. Having spread over about 8,500 km2 of low-lying marshes and inland lakes, 
the large volume of surge waters that flooded the entire coastline now flows back to the GoM 
constrained by the existing channels. Most cells along the coastline are now dry and surge 
outflow occurs exclusively through the narrow passes. At peak outflow, about one day after 
landfall, surge waters flow out of Sabine Pass (Figure 3.3c) and Vermilion Bay’s southwest pass 
(Figure 3.3d) in plume-like patterns defined here by the 0.5 m elevation contour. 
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Figure 3.4: Water-levels at representative locations for (a) Hurricane Rita (modeled), and (b) 
Hurricane Gustav (observed curves). 
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3.4. Conclusions of Chapter 3 
We combine data and our modeling results from Hurricanes Rita and Gustav to study the 
receding stage of surge waters on Louisiana’s low-lying coast. We quantify typical longer-term 
hurricane flooding, based mostly on USGS’s and our own observed data. On this low-lying coast 
water levels on coastal passes take about 100-140 hours to go back to normal. The coastal 
stations that recede the most take about 100 hours to reach 20% of the local peak surge height; 
most coastal stations take about 100 hours to reach 35% of local maxima. Inland stations take 
longer, 6.5 days and more to reach this 35% threshold. 
Surge curves from any hurricane show much briefer surge build-ups than the receding, 
waning stage. For Rita, the former lasts 5-15 hours, tending to the lower value for stations near 
the coastline, while the latter takes more than 4 days (even more for inland locations). Based on 
FVCOM’s results, we explain how distinct surge inflow and outflow dynamics create this 
difference. When a hurricane approaches, flooding occurs along large parts of the shoreline; 
coastal surge heights reach up to 3 m and flooding (as measured by the 2 m inundation contour) 
spreads several kilometers inland. These flood waters do not “feel” the bottom (friction) as 
much, resulting in a brief, vast landward transport of water. In contrast, the surge flows back to 
the GoM constrained by the existing channels. Indeed, at peak outflow surge waters flow out of 
the region’s major coastal passes in plume-like patterns defined by the (much lower) 0.5 m 
elevation contour.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FORWARD SPEED OF HURRICANES IN STORM 
SURGE FORECASTING: A NUMERICAL STUDY3 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Linear theory predicts that the ocean’s response to an atmospheric traveling disturbance is 
proportional to (1-U2/gh)-1, i.e. when the speed of the traveling disturbance, U, is very close to 
that of the propagation of a long wave, there is resonance and the elevation becomes very large 
(Proudman, 1953). Jelesnianski’s (1972) numerical experiments with a standard hurricane over 
representative shelves suggested that a “critical speed” exists, greater than 30 mph, which gives 
the highest possible surge. Peng et al.’s (2004) numerical experiments on a North Carolina 
estuary suggested that both storm surge heights and inundation areas decreased as hurricane 
translation speed increased (for 1.74-13.88 m/s). Peng et al. (2006a), using a modified inundation 
scheme, concluded for Charleston Harbor in South Carolina that while slower hurricanes 
invariably induce greater inundation areas, whether or not they induce higher storm surges 
depends on their track and speed (only 5.07 and 10.14 m/s were tested). Irish et al. (2008) 
created an idealized, straight coastline basin representing the northern GoM with different slopes 
to investigate the effect of varying storm sizes on coastal peak surges. They also varied the storm 
motion (2.6-10.3 m/s) and concluded that for moderate bottom slopes a 50% increase in forward 
speed translates to a 15-20% increase in peak surge. 
This paper applies the FVCOM to Hurricane Rita’s storm tide (the total height of the 
surge plus the astronomical tide) over the Louisiana-Texas shelf with a successful validation. 
Hurricane Rita was chosen for two reasons: the relatively simple coastline and shelf geometry of 
the landfall area (allowing for a simplified, quasi-idealized look into surge results) and the 
                                                 
3
 Reprinted by permission of the American Geophysical Union (see Rego and Li, 2009b) 
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unique dataset from the USGS, which recorded flooding along the southwest Louisiana coast 
(permitting the report of differences to a “base case” that is fully validated against observations). 
Our conclusions are thus representative of powerful hurricanes over mild slopes, impacting low-
lying coasts consisting of marshes and inland lakes. Among other parameters, we focus on the 
impact of the forward speed of the hurricane, a factor that has been overlooked in previous 
studies. 
4.2. Methods 
Our model domain extends from the Mexico-U.S.A. border to Apalachicola Bay in Florida. A 
total of 178,675 triangular cells comprise the horizontal, with 2 sigma layers in the vertical. 
Mesh resolution increases from 10 km on the open boundary toward the region of Hurricane 
Rita’s impact; the finest resolutions (200 m) are on coastal passes that connect the area’s major 
lakes to the GoM. Bathymetry data is a combination of the NGDC’s US Coastal Relief Model, 
the ETOPO-2 Global Relief model and Louisiana State University’s (LSU) LIDAR Atlas. The 
model was forced by wind stress and tides. 
Following the methodology of Chapter 2, we use the parametric wind model by Holland 
(1980) with NOAA’s observed wind speed data (Powell et al., 1996). Jelesnianski’s (1972) 
“correction” accounts for the asymmetry due to the forward motion of a hurricane (increasing the 
wind speed in the right quadrants). Another parameter is the inflow angle, which previous 
authors have argued to have negligible (Johns et al., 1985), important (Peng et al., 2006b), or 
complex effect on storm surge (Phadke et al., 2003). Here we set this angle to 10º on the 
“standard” hurricane simulations. A wind vector is then assigned to all cells in the domain as a 
function of the radial distance. The surface wind stress is computed from WWadS VVC ρτ =  , 
where ρa is the air density, WV  is the wind speed at 10 m height, and Cd is a drag coefficient 
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dependent on wind speed, assumed constant when smV W /25>  (Large and Pond, 1981). Powell 
et al. (2003) and Jarosz et al. (2007) suggest that Cd decreases for smV W /40> , by about 15-
20%. However, these authors recommend conflicting values for Cd with smV W /4020 <<  winds. 
Given this lack of consensus, and given that our sensitivity analyses using Powell et al.’s (2003) 
strong winds correction showed little effect on surge results, Large and Pond (1981) is used. 
Tidal constituent were obtained from 14 NOAA tidal stations and three Coastal Studies 
Institute (CSI-LSU) WAVCIS stations. The model was initially forced at its open boundary by 9 
tidal constituents obtained from Mukai et al. (2002) and run without wind forcing for 36 days. 
Calibrating FVCOM for this application consisted of varying the bottom friction coefficient, 
constant in the entire domain; the best results are obtained with Cz=0.0040. The errors for tidal 
phase are small and rarely exceed one hour for all stations and all constituents, in a region where 
tides have a 24 h period.Typical amplitude prediction error is about 0.01 m for the largest 
constituents, O1 and K1. Overall the tidal predictions are very satisfactory. 
Observations by McGee et al. (2006) provided data for Hurricane Rita’s storm tide 
validation. Comparison between FVCOM results and USGS water levels for coastal stations on 
central Louisiana demonstrated very good matches (see Chapter 2). Peak amplitude errors are 
typically ± 0.20 m, for a storm tide of 3.5-4.5 m, suggesting a 5% error. With respect to timing, 
coastal results are also very good and the typical situation is a ± half hour shift. Inland stations 
have slightly larger errors; either peak elevations are overestimated or the peak arrives too early, 
but in most stations only one of these issues is a problem. Hindcast simulations of Hurricane Rita 
using SLOSH and ADCIRC had similar inland issues, which were attributed to the inability of 
models to account for differences in bottom friction between water and marsh (URS Group, 
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2006). Our results also show good agreement with other published work on Hurricane Rita’s 
inundation (FEMA, 2008; Berenbrock et al., 2009). 
Upon a successful representation of Rita’s storm tide, storm surge dynamics and coastal 
inundation are studied. Different scenarios are simulated in which 5 major parameters are varied: 
(1) wind intensity, (2) RMW, (3) landfall timing relative to the tide, also varying the tidal 
amplitude, (4) forward speed and (5) wind inflow angle (Table 4.1). In addition to these 
simulations, a “standard” simulation representing the observed Hurricane Rita (i.e., 100% 
intensity and RMW, ~5 m/s forward speed, 10° inflow angle) without tidal forcing is run. Wind 
intensity is varied in 15% increments (used here to represent a one-category difference in the 
Saffir-Simpson scale); since Rita was a very powerful hurricane, a 7.5% increase is also tested. 
Hurricane Rita was a medium-size hurricane while over the shelf, and RMWs are varied in 
larger, 25% increments.  
 
Table 4.1: Parameters used in the experiments. Changes relative to the base case. 
Intensity (relative to H. Rita) 
A: 70% B: 85% C: 107.5% D: 115% 
RMW (relative to H. Rita) 
A: 50% B: 75% C: 125% D: 150% 
Tide: Landfall timing & Forced amplitude 
A: High, 2x Amp. B: High, Obs. Amp. C: Low, Obs. Amp. D: Low, 2x Amp. 
Forward speed 
A: 2 m/s B: 3.5 m/s C: 8 m/s D: 12 m/s 
Wind vector inflow angle 
A: 0° B: 5° C: 20° D: 40° 
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Storm tide is simulated with hurricane landfalls forced at high and low tides, having the 
observed tidal amplitudes of about 0.33 m (B and C, respectively, on Table 4.1), and with tides 
having twice the observed amplitudes (A and D, respectively). The hurricane’s forward speed is 
varied from very slow (2 m/s) to very fast (12 m/s). The tested inflow angles (0 to 40°) reflect 
typically used values. The mesh, bathymetry and storm track are the same in all 21 simulations.  
4.3. Discussion 
Total inundation volumes are computed using maximum inundation heights for each model cell 
in an area-weighted sum for all land cells affected by the hurricane. Given FVCOM’s proven 
wetting and drying module, these volumes and maximum heights can be used to compare the 
effects of varying the parameters in Table 4.1. Maximum inundation maps (Figure 4.1) illustrate 
flooding extent and distribution of surge amplitudes. Total volumes are summarized on Figure 
4.2a for all 5×4 simulations, compared to the “standard” run representing Hurricane Rita without 
tide (dashed line). Figure 4.2b shows peak surge heights, which depend to some extent on where 
the right-sided RMW hits land. 
The effect on total flooded volumes of varying wind intensity and RMW is the largest 
(Figure 4.2a). They are also similar in magnitude, indicating that a 70-115% change in intensity 
is roughly equivalent to a 50-150% change in RMW (the chosen test range). For both 
parameters, scenarios A and D yield about 3 and 22 km3, respectively, whereas the standard case 
floods about 14 km3. Increasing each parameter also results in the increase of both volumes and 
peak heights (Figure 4.2b). Varying wind intensity has a more significant impact on peak surges 
(2.9-6.3 m) as compared to varying the RMW (3.6-5.6 m). Flooded volumes peak for about 
125% of the observed Hurricane Rita’s RMW. In this application, a 25% larger RMW means 
that the strongest winds act on an area of convergence (near Calcasieu Pass), enhancing local 
peak surges but having little influence on overall flooding.  
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Figure 4.1: Maximum inundation maps for hurricanes having forward speeds of (a) 2 m/s, and 
(b) 12 m/s. Track shown as dashed line. Inset shows location on regional map. 
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Tidal timing also affects flooded volumes and peak surges in the same manner: 
hurricanes landfalling at high tide yield both greater flooded volumes and peak surges than those 
landfalling at low tide. Variations in this case are only about ±16% of the “standard” volume 
(Figure 4.2a). Tide-surge nonlinearity decreases the impact of high- or low-tide landfalls: peak 
storm tides for high tide and double high tide should be greater than the no-tide case by about 
0.33 and 0.66 m (the tidal amplitude) and they are not. This is because nonlinear tide-surge 
interaction is stronger during low-tide and peak surge, opposing the tidal signal by up to 70% on 
the Louisiana-Texas shelf (Chapter 2).  
Conversely, varying a hurricane’s forward speed and wind inflow angle have opposite 
effects on flooded volumes and peak surge elevations. Increasing the forward speed from the 
standard value decreases flooded volumes (by up to 40%) while increasing peak surges (by up to 
7%); decreasing the forward speed increases flooded volumes (by up to 9%) while decreasing 
peak surges (by up to 30%) in the range considered. The same pattern holds for different inflow 
angles, albeit with an influence of only about 15% (Figure 4.2). 
The impact a hurricane’s forward speed has on coastal flooding is thus shown to be very 
interesting: consistent with theory it has a significant positive effect on peak surge heights, but a 
significant negative effect on total maximum flooded volumes, which had not been recognized 
before. A slower storm produces lower peak surges (below 4 m) that travel far inland (Figure 
4.1a), whereas a faster hurricane will move swiftly across the shoreline generating higher surges 
(above 5 m) but flooding a relatively narrower section of the coast (Figure 4.1b). Slower 
hurricanes (here represented by 2 and 3.5 m/s speeds) are usually feared the most because, 
having considerable more time to impact coastal waters they tend to produce heavier flooding – 
which is consistent with our results.  
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Figure 4.2: (a) Total flooded volumes and (b) maximum surge heights. Bars show results for 
scenarios A, B, C and D (Table 4.1). Dashed line indicates “standard” run values. 
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But considering highest surge elevations alone, faster hurricanes are shown here to be 
more dangerous, causing higher surges. Local surge curves have considerably different shapes 
depending on the hurricane’s forward speed. For the Louisiana-Texas shelf, 5-12 m/s moving 
hurricanes produce higher, narrower surge curves, compared to those by 2-3.5 m/s moving 
hurricanes. A threshold separating broad and narrow surge curves is identified between 3.5 and 5 
m/s, implying a representative depth of about 2 m (Proudman, 1953). On this coast the 2 m 
isobath is typically 1000-3000 m offshore. 
These are significant results, as the effect of hurricanes’ forward speed is typically 
overlooked in surge studies. Previous analyses focus mostly on the two major parameters: wind 
intensity and RMW. Some authors describe wind inflow patterns with more or less validation, 
whereas the timing of landfall (relative to the tide) is commonly mentioned as a source of added 
uncertainty (and most studies fail to address it). Here we show how a storm’s forward motion 
speed is more important than the latter two factors, with a distinct effect on the coast: slower 
hurricanes yield greater flooded volumes than faster hurricanes (by up to 49%) while producing 
reduced peak surges (by up to 37%). 
4.4. Conclusions of Chapter 4 
A systematic investigation of storm surge impact to the coast of Louisiana was conducted using 
FVCOM (Chen et al., 2003). An application to Hurricane Rita’s storm surge event is described, 
and flooding along the Louisiana-Texas coast is used for model validation. We then conduct 
idealized experiments to quantitatively evaluate the impacts of each parameter influencing 
coastal inundation over a wide and shallow continental shelf. The effects on total flooded 
volumes of varying wind intensity and RMW are the largest, and our results indicate that a 70-
115% change in intensity translates approximately to a 50-150% change in RMW. For both 
variables, extreme scenarios yield total flooded volumes of about 25 and 160%, respectively, 
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compared to the standard case. Landfall timing is another factor for which flooded volumes and 
peak surges vary together: those hurricanes landfalling at high tide yield both greater flooded 
volumes and peak surges than those landfalling at low tide. The variations in this case are 
smaller, about ±16% of the base case volume. 
Conversely, varying a hurricane’s forward speed has opposite effects on flooded volumes 
and peak surge elevations. Increasing the forward motion speed of the storm decreases flooded 
volumes while increasing peak surges, by about 40%. Regarding surge levels, this is consistent 
with Irish et al.’s (2008) results on a northern GoM continental shelf, while contradicting Peng et 
al. (2004), who studied surges for the much narrower North Carolina shelf. These authors have 
not investigated variations in flooded volumes. We show that a slower moving storm produces 
lower peak surges that travel far inland, whereas a faster hurricane moves swiftly across the 
shoreline generating higher surges that flood a narrower section of the coast. We conclude that a 
storm’s forward motion may account for variations in flooded volumes equivalent to an upgrade 
or downgrade of about 1 category on the Saffir-Simpson scale (Figure 4.2a), providing new 
insight into coastal surge dynamics. This represents a larger impact than tidal timing, amplitude, 
or wind inflow angle, more likely to be the focus of previous studies. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
STORM SURGE PROPAGATION IN GALVESTON BAY DURING HURRICANE IKE4 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Storm surge is a long-period wave caused by extreme wind and atmospheric pressure 
differences. Numerical modeling of coastal surge has played an important role in engineering 
design, disaster planning and coastal management since the 1970’s, and the rate of new 
publications indicates a renewed interest in surge modeling around the world (Shen and Gong, 
2009). Tropical cyclones, with lower interior pressures and higher wind speeds, typically 
produce significantly higher surges than extratropical cyclones (Resio and Westerink, 2008). But 
the impact of a hurricane’s surge on the coastal region depends not only on the characteristics of 
the forcing (a storm’s intensity, size and speed) but also on the path of the storm and on the 
geometric properties of the waterbody. In this chapter we use the FVCOM with a high-resolution 
unstructured mesh to study Hurricane Ike’s storm tide along the Texas-Louisiana coast. The 
exceptional USGS surge dataset allowed for validation of the model and in-depth discussion of 
this powerful hurricane-induced surge in the semi-enclosed Galveston Bay. The estuaries in 
Chapter 1 all have wide openings, without barrier islands protecting them from storm surges. 
Here we examine Hurricane Ike’s flooding along the Texas-Louisiana coast, and focus on the 
impact of barrier systems to surge propagation into and within Galveston Bay, with a new set of 
simulations using different coastal geometries to represent increasing degrees of coastal erosion.  
5.2. Hurricane Ike 
Hurricane Ike caused extensive damage and over 100 deaths across Hispaniola, Cuba, and along 
the coasts of Texas and Louisiana. It reached peak intensity with 230 km/h winds and minimum 
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central pressure (MCP) of 935 mbar over the open waters of the central Atlantic Ocean before 
hitting the island of Cuba. Ike was the most intense storm in the 2008 Atlantic hurricane season 
(Berg, 2009) and had the highest Integrated Kinetic Energy (“IKE”; Powell and Reinhold, 2007) 
of any Atlantic storm in the past 40 years. On a scale where 6 is the highest destructive potential, 
Ike reached IKE=5.4 over the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) (Hurricane Research Division, 2009), 
while Hurricanes Wilma and Katrina in 2005 peaked at IKE=5.1 (Powell and Reinhold, 2007). 
Hurricane Ike re-intensified after battering Cuba and reached its maximum strength over the 
GoM at 00h00 UTC September 11 (winds of 215 km/h, MCP of 944 mbar). Ike made landfall as 
a strong Cat-2 hurricane (MCP of 950 mbar) along the eastern part of Galveston Island, Texas at 
07h30 UTC, 09/13/2008, traveling at about 5.7 m/s (Figure 5.1). The hurricane’s center 
continued northwestward bordering Galveston Bay, then northward across eastern Texas and 
Arkansas, where Ike weakened to an extratropical storm (Berg, 2009).  
Maximum storm surge heights of 1.5-3 m were observed along the coast of south-central 
Louisiana, increasing to 3-4 m along the southwestern Louisiana and extreme upper Texas coast 
near Sabine Pass (Berg, 2009). Even as far east as the Rigolets in southeast Louisiana (the 
channel leading to Lake Pontchartrain) storm surge reached almost 2 m (Li et al., 2009). USGS 
sensors indicate that areas in Jefferson County, Texas, and Cameron Parish, Louisiana, had surge 
heights up to 5.2 m, referenced to NAVD88 (East et al., 2008).  
The highest overall surges occurred on the Bolivar Peninsula and in parts of Chambers 
County, in Texas. FEMA’s highest water mark was 5.4 m referenced to NAVD88, about 18.5 km 
inland in Chambers County. Storm surge levels on Galveston Island and on the west side of 
Galveston Bay were about 3-4 m, and farther south along the Texas coast surges of 1.5-3 m were 
recorded down to Freeport, TX (Berg, 2009).  
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Figure 5.1: (a) Regional map of northern Gulf of Mexico, (b) Study area with features 
mentioned in the text. The dashed line marks Hurricane Ike’s track.  
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5.3. Model Implementation 
Our model domain extends from the Mexico-U.S.A. border to the Mississippi River Delta in 
Louisiana, with an 850 km long open boundary arching in between, covering water depths of 
1,000-3,000 m in the most part (Figure 5.2a).  
A total of 206,711 triangular cells comprise the horizontal, with 2 sigma layers in the 
vertical. The mesh resolution increases from 9 km on the open boundary toward Hurricane Ike’s 
landfall. Mesh resolution on the upper continental shelf between Freeport, TX and Calcasieu 
Pass, LA is about 500 m. The finest mesh resolution (200 m) is around Galveston Bay entrance 
(Figure 5.2b). On the West Louisiana coastal region and around Galveston Bay our model 
domain extends well beyond the land-sea interface, to the 6 m elevation contour, approximately. 
Land cells have typically a coarser 500-1000 m resolution (deemed sufficient by e.g. Dietsche et 
al., 2007) and Dmin, is set to 0.05 m. Bathymetry data is a combination of the National 
Geophysical Data Center’s US Coastal Relief Model, Louisiana State University’s LIDAR Atlas 
and the USGS National Elevation Dataset.  
5.4. Hurricane Wind Field 
A common practice for creating hurricane winds in storm surge modeling (e.g. Peng et al., 
2006a,b; Weisberg and Zheng, 2008) is to reconstruct the wind field by fitting the analytical 
cyclone model from Holland (1980). The radial distribution of wind relative to the storm center 
and the maximum wind speed are specified such that: 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Mesh used in the simulations; (b) Zoom in on landfall location.  
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where r is the radial distance from the hurricane center, Vw is the wind speed as a function of r, 
ρa is the air density (=1.15 kg/m3), pamb and MCP are the ambient and minimum central 
atmospheric pressures, respectively, e is the natural logarithm base (=2.718…), RMW is the 
Radius of Maximum Winds, Vmax is the maximum sustained wind speed, and B is the 
“peakedness” storm scale parameter, 1.0 < B < 2.5.  
Many past studies use a constant B without comparing against observed data (Peng et al., 
2006a,b; Weisberg and Zheng, 2006a). Here we apply Holland (1980) with the gridded 
H*WIND dataset of Powell et al. (1996), in much the same way as in Chapter 2. Terms (pamb – 
MCP) and B are determined iteratively using Equations 5.1, 5.2 and the combination of these 
terms that produces a wind profile with the smallest Root Mean Square Error as compared to 
H*WIND’s profile is chosen at each snapshot.  
We improve wind representation further to account for hurricane asymmetries and most 
importantly to account for land effects around landfall. Unlike Hurricane Rita, which made 
landfall on a relatively simple coast, Hurricane Ike made 3 landfalls near a major bay (Figure 
5.1). Thus, for a critical 6 hours, about half of the hurricane-strength winds were over land while 
the remaining half was either over the GoM or Galveston Bay. We determine hurricane 
parameters RMW, Vmax and B separately for 8 “cones” of 45°, hereby accounting for land effects 
in our model. Open water winds are stronger in the “relative” East, Southeast, South and 
Southwest cones (e.g. relative North is forward on the hurricane’s track, relative West to its left) 
(Figure 5.3a). Between first and second landfalls (Figure 5.3b) variations in RMW and Vmax are 
much larger than those over the Gulf. This approach is more accurate than merely applying a 
decay rate factor after landfall to the whole wind field (DeMaria et al., 2006), more 
straightforward than other similar methods (Xie et al., 2006), but less comprehensive than 
directional land-masking procedures based on land roughness data (Westerink et al., 2008).  
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Figure 5.3: Wind profiles fitted to H*WIND dataset: (a) 16h30 UTC 09/12 and (b) 07h30 UTC 
09/13/2008. Factors RMW, Vmax and B determined separately for 45° cones.  
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The 1-minute averaged H*WIND winds are then multiplied by a factor of 0.89 to adjust 
to a 10-minute average period (Powell et al., 1996). Jelesnianski’s (1972) forward motion 
correction is also used (increasing the wind speed in the right quadrants). The inflow angle is 
harder to estimate. In Phadke et al. (2003) it varies linearly from 10º at the center to 20º at RMW, 
while Peng et al. (2006b) admit this is an “elusive” parameter for forecasters and test constant of 
0-40º. Here the inflow angle is set to 10º everywhere.  
5.5. Model Calibration for Tide and Storm Surge 
The model is first run without surface wind forcing for 36 days, forced at the open boundary by 9 
tidal constituents obtained from Mukai et al. (2002). Calibrating the tidal application of FVCOM 
consisted of varying the bottom friction coefficient (constant in the entire domain), with a 
coefficient of 0.005 yielding the best results. We found that changing Smagorinsky’s horizontal 
diffusion and the inundation depth had negligible effects on the model’s tide representation. 
Tides in the northwest GoM are diurnal except along the southwest Louisiana coast where they 
are mixed. Major tidal constituents are O1, K1 (0.12-0.17 m amplitudes) and M2 (0.10-0.14 m). 
Tidal constituent data were obtained from 8 long-term NOAA stations near Ike’s landfall (Table 
5.1).  
Overall the tidal predictions are satisfactory. The largest modeling errors (Table 5.1) 
occur at Eagle Point, TX and for Sabine Pass North, TX where modeled amplitudes are under- 
and overestimated, respectively (by 0.02-0.05 m in both cases). Other than these stations (located 
inside Galveston Bay and Sabine Lake), the typical amplitude prediction error for the most 
important constituents is about 0.01 m on GoM stations and 0.03 m on upstream stations. Overall 
tidal phase errors are small and rarely exceed one hour for all stations and all constituents (in a 
region where tides have a ~24 h period); the exception is Round Point, TX station where the 
modeled tide is almost 2 hours late.  
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Table 5.1: NOAA/NOS stations used in tidal calibration. Each column shows Observed 
Amplitude (Ao, in m), Modeled Amplitude (Am, in m), and Phase Difference (Pd, modeled – 
observed, in hours), for the three major tidal constituents in the region.  
 
Station  Name; ID # K1 Ao, Am, Pd 
O1 
Ao, Am, Pd 
M2 
Ao, Am, Pd 
Uscg Freeport, TX; 8772447 0.153, 0.166, -0.03   0.145, 0.159, +0.70   0.095, 0.078, +0.03 
Galveston Pleasure Pier, TX; 8771510 0.171, 0.173, +0.05   0.161, 0.163, +0.74   0.139, 0.108, +0.08 
Galveston Bay Entrance, TX; 8771341 0.144, 0.165, -0.35   0.135, 0.156, +0.22   0.113, 0.108, +0.05 
Eagle Point, TX; 8771013 0.117, 0.067, +0.66   0.114, 0.065, +1.33   0.034, 0.019, -0.17 
Clear Lake, TX; 8770933 0.105, 0.073, -0.21   0.105, 0.070, +0.60   0.037, 0.024, -0.88 
Round Point, TX; 8770559 0.108, 0.076, +0.94   0.103, 0.073, +1.81   0.051, 0.029, +0.34 
Sabine Pass North, TX; 8770570 0.132, 0.181, -0.80   0.123, 0.167, -0.28   0.123, 0.150, -0.13 
Calcasieu Pass, LA; 8768094 0.144, 0.188, -0.10   0.136, 0.173, +0.60   0.146, 0.151, +0.46 
 
 Observations by East et al. (2008) provided data for surge validation. The USGS 
deployed a temporary monitoring network of pressure sensors at 65 sites to record the timing and 
magnitude of inland flooding and coastal surge generated by Hurricane Ike, and sensors were 
recovered at 59 of these sites. Water levels, referenced to NAVD88, were converted into MSL 
using National Geodetic Survey (2009). Only 33 stations are used here; the remainders were 
located either too far from landfall or on areas not resolved in our model. Data from four 
NOAA/NOS stations was also used (Table 5.2).  
 The inverse pressure adjusting method was used at the open boundary to partially account 
for meteorological forcing (Jones and Davies, 2004; Shen et al., 2006), and a seasonal 
component not given by Mukai et al. (2002) was taken into account by adding 0.1 m to the open 
boundary levels (the average sum between tidal components SA and SSA given for NOAA/NOS 
stations). Lastly, noticing that observed water levels in this region were consistently 0.20-0.30 m 
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higher than predicted levels for the ~10 days before and after landfall, an extra 0.25 m was added 
to account for what appears to be a low-frequency weather effect. Stations used to demonstrate 
model validation are shown on Figure 5.4; curves for these 12 stations on Figure 5.5 (a 5-minute 
filter was applied to USGS time-series). Results for all 37 stations are shown on Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2: Stations used for Hurricane Ike’s storm tide validation. Negative timing errors 
indicate modeled surge ahead of time. Positive peak errors indicate modeled elevation value 
greater than observation (both in m above MSL).  
 
Station Obs. Peak (m) Peak error (m) Peak error (hr) 
NOS Uscg Freeport, TX 1.98 -0.24 +4.0 
NOS Eagle Point, TX  (Fig. 5d) 3.46 0.13 +0.1 
NOS Sabine Pass North, TX 4.13 0.02 0 
NOS Calcasieu Pass, LA 3.27 -0.04 -1.5 
USGS TX-MAT-009 1.66 -0.14 +2.5 
USGS TX-BRA-004 1.60 -0.05 +3.0 
USGS TX-BRA-009  (Fig. 5a) 1.91 +0.01 +4.0 
USGS TX-BRA-008 2.01 -0.15 +2.5 
USGS TX-BRA-002 2.00 +0.24 +1.2 
USGS TX-BRA-001 2.14 +0.22 +5.0 
USGS TX-GAL-015  (Fig. 5b) 2.45 -0.30 -2.0 
USGS TX-GAL-011 3.38 -0.93 -2.0 
USGS TX-GAL-010 3.62 -0.73 -1.0 
USGS TX-GAL-016  (Fig. 5c) 3.55 -0.64 -2.0 
USGS TX-GAL-008  (Fig. 5g) 3.81 -0.08 +1.0 
USGS TX-GAL-019 2.85 +0.80 +0.15 
USGS TX-GAL-022 3.52 +0.82 -0.25 
USGS TX-HAR-002  (Fig. 5e) 3.63 +0.31 -0.15 
USGS TX-HAR-004 3.64 +0.24 -4.5 
USGS TX-CHA-004 4.58 -0.25 -1.0 
USGS TX-CHA-003  (Fig. 5f) 3.64 -0.09 -1.0 
USGS TX-GAL-002 3.92 -0.53 +1.0 
(Table 5.2 continued) 
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(Table 5.2 continued) 
USGS TX-GAL-001  (Fig. 5h) 4.84 -0.03 -0.5 
USGS TX-GAL-005  (Fig. 5i) 4.65 -0.26 -0.5 
USGS TX-JEF-001 4.82 -0.18 0 
USGS TX-JEF-002  (Fig. 5j) 5.00 0.01 +0.25 
USGS TX-JEF-004 4.68 -0.12 +0.15 
USGS TX-JEF-005 4.75 -0.09 0 
USGS TX-JEF-006 4.30 -0.04 -0.5 
USGS TX-JEF-007  (Fig. 5k) 3.83 -0.39 -0.5 
USGS TX-JEF-008 3.17 +0.06 0 
USGS TX-JEF-009 4.01 +0.97 -0.5 
USGS LA-CAM-001 4.54 -0.49 +0.15 
USGS LA-CAM-002 4.30 -0.57 -0.5 
USGS LA-CAM-003  (Fig. 5l) 3.02 +0.01 -1.25 
USGS LA-CAM-010 3.04 -0.20 0 
USGS LA-CAM-012 3.06 -0.22 -0.5 
 
 FVCOM results matched very well against observed water levels in most stations. Peak 
amplitude errors are typically below 15%, in records where peak storm tide was 2-5 m (Table 
5.2). Exceptions are USGS stations TX-GAL-010, TX-GAL-011 and TX-GAL-016 (Figure 
5.5c), where modeled peak levels were 0.7-0.9 m below observations. These three stations are on 
or “behind” Galveston Island, very close to Hurricane Ike’s path and to its left. Two factors can 
explain this difference: our exclusion of air pressure effects (relatively important on the storm’s 
path), and our admittedly overestimated winds blowing from land “against” the surge (since we 
don’t explicitly include land effects). Other exceptions are USGS stations TX-GAL-019 and TX-
GAL-022 (see Figure 5.5e for a similar case) where the model overestimates peak levels by 
about 0.80 m; this is where observed surge shows a complicated triple-peak not fully captured by 
the model which can be attributed to poor bathymetry data in the area.  
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Figure 5.4: Map showing surge validation stations: (a) TX-BRA-009, (b) TX-GAL-015, (c) TX-
GAL-016, (d) Eagle Point, TX, (e) TX-HAR-002, (f) TX-CHA-003, (g) TX-GAL-008, (h) TX-
GAL-001, (i) TX-GAL-005, (j) TX-JEF-002, (k) TX-JEF-007 and (l) LA-CAM-003. All stations 
are USGS except (d) which belongs to NOAA/NOS.  
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For USGS station TX-JEF-009, peak surge levels were apparently overestimated in the 
model by almost 1 m. Observed levels should be seen with caution though, as this station is very 
near TX-JEF-002, which is farther from landfall and recorded peak surges 1 m higher than the 
former.  
With respect to the timing of storm tide, modeling results are also very good and typically 
have a ± half hour shift (or smaller). Exceptions are some stations further south where modeled 
curves lag observations by 2.5-5.0 hours (with peak errors of only ±0.20 m and smaller). It can 
be shown that because surge curves are rounder here, a very close match can yield a misleading 
large lag (Figure 5.5a).  
The other only exception is USGS TX-HAR-004, which is 4.5 hours ahead of time. In 
this area (see Figure 5.5e for a similar case) there were multiple short-scale peaks and the model 
only captured the major curve. Even when the model slightly over- or underestimates peak 
surges (Figure 5.5i,j,k), it does accurately capture the local surge’s curve. Even as far away from 
landfall as USGS station LA-CAL-003, the model did a very good job in representing surge 
(Figure 5.5l). The stations where the highest surges were recorded, east of Galveston Bay 
entrance (Figures 5.5g,h,i,j), show a very good match with observations.  
There is, nevertheless, a pre-peak prominence not fully captured by the model; also, the 
modeled surges recede slightly earlier than observations. These issues have been noticed in 
studies with much more comprehensive meshes (e.g. Westerink et al., 2008). Our results also 
show good qualitative agreement with inundation maps from the National Weather Service 
(2009) for Chambers and Jefferson counties (Texas) and for Cameron, Calcasieu and Vermilion 
parishes (Louisiana). Overall, we conclude that FVCOM’s storm tide is satisfactory.  
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Figure 5.5: Validation plots: observed (solid light line) vs. modeled (dark dashed line) storm tide 
curves. (a) through (l) have the same meaning as in Figure 5.4.  
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5.6. Scenarios Tested 
Insight into how surge propagation is affected by the geometry of Bolivar Peninsula is gained by 
running different scenarios in which only this factor is varied. The same winds and tides of 
Hurricane Ike are used in all simulations summarized in Table 5.3, where the single parameter 
varied is the bathymetry (representing advancing stages of erosion).  
 
Table 5.3: Summary of scenarios defined in Section 6 and tested in Section 8. Bathymetry 
changes computed around Bolivar Peninsula over an area of about 132 km2.  
Scenario Bathymetry simulated Peninsula: Volume above MSL (106 m3) 
Galveston Bay: Total 
flooded volume (106 m3) 
A Existing 162.0 3583 (100%) 
B Eroded dune 118.9 4276 (119%) 
C Further erosion and 2 breaches 73.5 4625 (129%) 
D Plateau 0.05 m above MSL 5.6 5249 (147%) 
E Plateau 0.30 m below MSL -40.6 5780 (161%) 
 
Figure 5.6a shows original elevations: most of the peninsula is at least 1 m above MSL, 
with a strip about 500 m wide of higher ground, 1.5-3 m above MSL, stretching alongshore for 
28 km. Scenario B (not shown) represents a typical after-hurricane situation: elevations on the 
peninsula are reduced to 2/3 of their original heights except in the 500 m behind the dune, where 
elevations are increased by 0.3 m. For a quantitative estimate of the specific value to be 
deposited landward of the foredune, we use USGS Hurricanes and Extreme Storms Group 
(2009), who compared airborne LIDAR surveys of pre- (09/2005) and post-storm (09/17/2008) 
topography on the Texas coast. In Bolivar Peninsula erosion along the shoreline reached about 1 
m, while landward there are areas of ~0.3 m deposition, indicating movement of at least some of 
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the eroded sediment towards land. This pattern follows Santa Rosa Island’s (Florida) pre- and 
post-storm profiles for Hurricane Opal (October 1995), given by Stone et al. (2004), and is also 
consistent with Otvos and Carter‘s (2008) description of erosion caused by Hurricane Rita 
(August 2005) in the Mississippi-Alabama chain of barrier islands. This demonstrates the fact 
that tropical storms can be both “constructive” and “destructive” on barrier environments with 
respect to their sediment budget (Stone et al., 2004).  
Scenario C (Figure 5.6b) represents a situation of severe coastal erosion: peninsula 
elevations from Scenario B are all reduced by a further 2/3 and two breaches have opened up, 
0.60 m deeper but still 0.1-0.5 m above MSL. These 600 m wide breaches are similar to the one 
created by Hurricane Charley on North Captiva Island (Weisberg and Zheng, 2006b). Scenario C 
could happen if another similar hurricane had passed on the same track soon after Ike, before the 
barrier system had time to replenish itself. Although an unlikely scenario, Allison et al., (2005) 
did present a study of two powerful storms affecting the same region of Louisiana’s central 
coast, separated by only 7 days in 2002. Scenario D and E (not shown) are extreme cases for 
which the peninsula is reduced to a leveled plateau 0.05 m above and 0.30 m below MSL, 
respectively.  
5.7. Hurricane Ike’s Surge and Inundation in Galveston Bay 
Hurricane Ike made landfall on the eastern part of Galveston Island, along a NNW track that 
followed the western side of Galveston Bay, with its center virtually alternating between land 
and water for about 60 km (Figure 5.7). Here inundations refer to the elevation above the still 
water levels (i.e. above MSL for bay points and above topography for land points), a simple way 
to illustrate surge over both water and land.  
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Figure 5.6: Tested model bathymetries: (a) Scenario A, and (b) Scenario C.  
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Figure 5.7: Scenario A inundation snapshots: (a) 07h00, (b) 08h30, (c) 10h00 and (d) 11h30 
UTC, 09/13/2008.  
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At 07h00 UTC, 09/13/2008 (about half an hour before landfall), the highest nearshore 
water levels of about 5.2 m were offshore Bolivar Peninsula, which was completely flooded 
(Figure 5.7a). A strip of 4.5-5 m inundations stretched due east along the shore from this 
location. Inundation levels in East Bay, behind the peninsula, were just 2.5-3.2 m at this time. On 
the left-hand side of Ike’s track, nearshore inundation levels were 0.7-2.7 m increasing eastward, 
and in West Bay behind Galveston Island, they were 1.8-3.1 m. The 3-3.5 m inundation band 
reached from offshore up to the north coast of the bay, uninterrupted. Given the specific 
relationship between bay geometry and hurricane track, a clear gradient of water elevations 
occurred inside the bay, 0.5-4.0 m increasing westward, along a distance of about 38 km (Figure 
5.7a). One and a half hours later (Figure 5.7b), nearshore water levels dropped to 2.6-3.4 m along 
Bolivar Peninsula, increasing eastward. The highest levels of 4-4.5 m propagated east, deflected 
by the Peninsula and forced by the ENE alongshore winds. Inundation in East Bay increased to 
3-3.6 m. On the left-hand side of Ike’s track, nearshore inundation levels decreased to 0.2-1.2 m, 
and in West Bay increased slightly to 1.7-2.7 m. Over most of Galveston Bay winds blew 
northwestward at this time, and the across-bay gradient virtually disappeared.  
 Another 1.5 h later (Figure 5.7c), nearshore water levels decreased further to 1.4-1.8 m 
along Bolivar Peninsula and to 0.4-0.5 m along Galveston Island; some patches started to dry 
over both barrier systems. The highest levels of 2.5-3 m propagated alongshore due east and 
reached Sabine Pass. Inundation levels in East Bay were 2.5-3.5 m, and in West Bay 1.2-2.5 m. 
At this time, water levels in the bay were higher than on the continental shelf. Over most of 
Galveston Bay, hurricane winds blew northeastward and a weak (reverse) eastward gradient 
formed. At 11h30 UTC (Figure 5.7d), nearshore water levels were 0.4-0.5 m along Galveston 
Island and about 0.8 m from the bay entrance to Sabine Pass. Over Bolivar Peninsula and 
Galveston Island, greater portions were dry. Inundation levels continued to decrease in East Bay 
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(1.8-3.6 m) and in West Bay (0.9-1.8 m). Hurricane Ike’s weakening winds blew ENE over 
Galveston Bay; in the upper bay, the eastward gradient strengthened to 1.3-4.2 m.  
 The surge propagation described above could be inferred from NOAA and USGS data, 
but with a narrower perspective. For coastal surge magnitude and timing, compare data from 
stations USGS TX-GAL-008, TX-GAL-001 and TX-JEF-002 (Figures 5.5g,h,j). Peak surge 
increases west to east, from 3.7 to 4.8 and 5 m, whereas time-of-peak increases from 6h20 to 
6h50 and 7h30 UTC, respectively, indicating an eastward coastal surge propagation. Although 
closer to the hurricane’s track, peak surge behind Galveston Island was lower, increasing 
eastward from 2 to 3.5 m (stations USGS TX-GAL-016 and TX-GAL-016, Figures 5.5b,c). On 
the right-hand side of Ike’s path, even stations much farther away had higher or comparable peak 
surges, e.g. USGS TX-JEF-007 with 3.8 m and LA-CAM-003 with 3 m (Figures 5.5k,l). Cross-
bay elevation gradients could be implied from data in stations NOS Eagle Point, TX (Figure 
5.5d) and USGS-TX-HAR-002 (Figure 5.5e), compared to stations USGS TX-CHA-3 (Figure 
5.5f) and TX-CHA-004 (not shown). It should be noted that modeled water levels in west 
Galveston Bay show an exaggerated decrease after peak surge, by about 0.4-0.8 m (Figure 
5.5d,e), most likely a result of incorrect bathymetry and the uncertainty in tropical storms’ inflow 
angle which make negative surges inherently more difficult to model than positive ones (Peng et 
al. 2006b). On the east, the model anticipates the arrival of the peak by about half an hour earlier 
(Figure 5.5f), a less important flaw. But overall the model captures both nearshore and in-bay 
surge propagation.  
These westward quickly followed by eastward elevation gradients that occur between 
west Galveston bay and east Trinity bay (and East bay) are very interesting oscillations that had 
rarely been described. Other studies have mentioned similar phenomena, but for larger basins 
with rather wide openings. In this paper we use FVCOM on a high-resolution mesh, aided by 
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very good observations, to go a step further and analyze the “sloshing” (in fluid dynamics, the 
movement of a free-surface liquid inside another object) created by a hurricane bordering on a 
semi-enclosed bay. This effect is shown on Figure 5.8, where elevations above MSL (and not 
inundations; this is only different over land points) are shown over time along the 52 km line 
defined in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.8a shows the more intuitive, 3-D surface, while Figure 5.8b 
presents a more analysis-ready form. As the hurricane approaches (hours 45-50 after 00h UTC, 
09/11), waters are gradually pushed westward inside the bay, and a sharp peak is reached at 
about 55 hours; at this time a sharp westward elevation difference exists, from 0.5 to 4.5 m. As 
the hurricane advances, water is quickly pushed eastward, and a reversed gradient peaks just 5 
hours after the first peak. It is also shown (Figure 5.8b) that the build-up inside the bay is much 
faster than the set-down. The 1 to 4 m build-up (hours 45-55) is much more intense than the 
subsequent 2.5 to 2 m set-down (hours 63 and 70).  
The initial westward gradient (of about -0.09 m/km) is slightly stronger than the 
subsequent eastward gradient (of about +0.08 m/km); this was predictable as storm winds decay 
with time after landfall. It is worth noting that, given the hurricane’s track relative to the bay and 
its counterclockwise winds, this phenomenon is not entirely unexpected. Other studies had 
superficially mentioned similar gradients. Based on a thorough and successful validation against 
observed surges, our contribution is its quantification, both in space (from -0.09 to +0.08 m/km) 
and in time (a 5 hour interval). The former is mostly a function of the storm’s intensity and 
proximity to the bay, but also of the bay’s geometry; the latter is a direct result of the hurricane’s 
traveling speed.  
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Figure 5.8: Modeled storm surge development along the line defined in Figure 5.4, under 
Scenario A: (a) intuitive 3-D form and (b) flattened down form.  
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5.8. Quantifying the Effect of Barrier Systems 
Having shown that nearshore surge propagated alongshore due east, towards Louisiana, and that 
Bolivar Peninsula contributed to this “deflection” and had a significant role in protecting the bay 
(although landfall was on Galveston Island), an evaluation of how this system’s major barrier 
impacts surge propagation into and within Galveston Bay is discussed next. Magnitude and 
evolution of total inundation volumes (computed as totals for Galveston Bay and its surrounding 
inundation areas) for the 5 tested scenarios are shown on Figure 5.9a. The 4 vertical dashed lines 
indicate the instants when Figure 5.7’s snapshots were taken. Instant (a) is half-hour before 
landfall on Galveston Island; instant (d) is approximately the time when Bay-Gulf outflow 
begins and flooded volumes decrease for Scenario A. Inundation areas varied from an average of 
200 km2 under normal circumstances, up to a peak of 1700-1900 km2 (depending on the 
scenario) during peak storm surge. Results are summarized on Table 5.3.  
Scenarios B and C produce total peak flooded volumes greater than Scenario A’s by 19 
and 29%, respectively. Scenarios D and E yield total peak flooded volumes 47% and 61% 
greater than that caused under Scenario A (Table 5.3). Also, scenarios having smaller barrier 
system lead to earlier and more severe flooding, but also to faster flushing out of flooded waters: 
curves for Scenarios D and E rise earlier and higher than all other curves, but also drop faster and 
lower than the others (Figure 5.9a).  
Consistent with the “sloshing” effect described in the previous section, there are two 
peaks for the highest inundation levels, separated by about 5 hours (Figure 5.9b). Under 
Scenarios A-D the first peak of highest levels represents inundations in western Galveston Bay 
and onshore Bolivar Peninsula (e.g. Figure 5.7a).  
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Galveston Bay region-wide (a) total flooded volumes, in km3 and (b) 
maximum elevations, in m, under Scenarios A through E.  
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For Scenario E (with no barrier), this first peak of highest levels represents inundations in 
western Galveston Bay and on the northern East Bay. The second peak’s inundations are located 
up in Trinity Bay for all Scenarios (e.g. Figure 5.7d). It is worth noting that highest inundation 
level curves (also decreasing in the expected fashion from E to A), are not as separated as total 
flooded volume curves, indicating how these peak water levels are relatively localized.  
The original results from Figure 5.7 are compared with those of Scenarios C (Figure 
5.10) and D (Figure 5.11), for a better look into the varying dynamics within the bay under 
different scenarios. The severely eroded dune with breaches is (expectedly) a less effective 
barrier than the original peninsula, and East Bay water levels are about 1 m higher compared 
with Scenario A’s before landfall (Figures 5.7a and 5.10a). The 0.05 m high peninsula in 
Scenario D offers little resistance to the passage of storm surge, but East Bay water levels are 
“only” about a half meter higher than those in Scenario C, before landfall (Figures 5.10a and 
5.11a). For instant (b), the time of peak flooded volumes, inundation levels are 3.0, 3.6 and 3.8 m 
in Galveston Bay and 3.7, 4.4 and 4.6 m in the Houston Ship Channel for Scenarios A, C, D, 
respectively.  
We conclude that in this respect the major change is from Scenario A to C, and that the 
change to Scenario D has relatively less impact. Thus a Peninsula with a height (or volume) 
reduced to about 45% of original values and two breaches exposes the interior bay to 
dangerously high water levels almost as much as a Peninsula that is leveled at just 0.05 m above 
MSL. Figures 5.10a,d and 5.11a,d also indicate that the same kind of eastward followed by 
westward surface gradients exist for Scenarios C and D, but about 0.5 m higher than under 
Scenario A.  
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Figure 5.10: Same as Figure 5.7, but under Scenario C.  
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Figure 5.12 shows inundation levels along the line defined in Figure 5.4, for the same 
four snapshots (covering a 4h30 period), for all scenarios; it shows how varying barrier 
geometries affect the sloshing of Figure 5.8. At each instant, the upper bay gradients are similar 
for varying scenarios (exceptions are land points in the east). Scenario A’s gradients (westward 
of -0.09 m/km, eastward of +0.08 m/km) are slightly stronger than those from idealized scenarios 
(westward of -0.08 to -0.07, eastward of +0.07 to +0.06, Scenarios B-E), because as water depth 
increases inside the bay the wind becomes less effective at raising water levels.  
Finally, it is noted that in Figures 5.12a,b the curves for various scenarios are the farthest 
apart, while in Figures 5.12c,d they are the closest together: this is consistent with the evolution 
of total inundation volumes, which peaked for instant (b) and are converging for (d) (Figure 
5.9a). These results suggest that changes in the barrier system geometry do not change the basic 
dynamics of the upper-bay sloshing (similar gradients), but that considerable 1-2 m variations in 
the background level still occur, with potentially destructive consequences.  
5.9. Conclusions of Chapter 5 
We use FVCOM with a high-resolution mesh to study Hurricane Ike’s storm tide along the 
Texas-Louisiana coast, where coastal surge heights up to 5.2 m NAVD88 were measured. The 
exceptional surge data collected by the USGS during Ike allowed for the validated modeling of 
this unique situation during which a powerful hurricane traveled next to and to the left of a 
medium-sized, semi-enclosed bay. A hurricane’s coastal surge depends to a large extent on the 
path of the storm and on the geometric properties of a waterbody, and we focus on how the surge 
wave propagates into and within Galveston Bay and on the importance of its barrier system. 
FVCOM results match very well against observed water levels at most stations, with peak 
amplitude errors mostly below 15% and timing errors typically under ± 0.5 hour. Even when 
slightly over- or underestimating peak surges, the model accurately capture surges’ curves.  
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Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.7, but under Scenario D.  
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Figure 5.12: Water levels (m above MSL) along the line defined in Figure 5.4, for the same four 
instants used in Figures 5.7, 5.10 and 5.11.  
 
For the specific relationship between Hurricane Ike’s track and Galveston Bay’s 
geometry, we show that coastal surge propagated alongshore towards Louisiana, and that Bolivar 
Peninsula contributes to this deflection and had a significant role in protecting the bay (although 
landfall was on Galveston Island). We identify a fast-reversing cross-bay elevation gradient in 
upper Galveston Bay, and analyze the “sloshing” that formed as the hurricane traveled northward 
bordering the western side of this semi-enclosed bay. The westward followed by eastward 
elevation gradients between west Galveston bay and east Trinity bay (and East bay) are very 
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interesting and had not been fully described. These sharp, opposing surface gradients (of about 
0.08 m/km) occur in just 5 hours.  
Insight into how this system’s major barrier impacts surge propagation into and within 
Galveston Bay was gained by running different scenarios in which only Bolivar Peninsula’s 
bathymetry was varied (representing increasing degrees of coastal erosion). Compared to the 
original bathymetry, scenarios B-D yielded 19, 29, 47 and 61% greater total peak flooded 
volumes, respectively. For the time of peak flooded volumes, we show that the major change is 
from Scenario A to C, and that the change to Scenario D has relatively less impact. This suggests 
that a realistic erosion scenario to this peninsula exposes the interior bay to dangerously high 
water levels almost as much as a peninsula that is leveled to just 0.05 m above MSL.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
  
As detailed in previous chapters, a systematic investigation of hurricane induced storm surges 
along the coasts of Louisiana and Texas was conducted using FVCOM (Chen et al., 2003). It 
includes an application to the storm surge event during Hurricane Rita (September 2005) using 
data of flooding along the Louisiana coast for model validation and another application to the 
storm surge during Hurricane Ike (September 2008) using data of flooding along the Texas coast 
for validation. Various idealized scenarios were also simulated using FVCOM, to gain insight 
into specific surge mechanisms. The following conclusions are applicable to hurricane induced 
storm surges over wide and shallow shelves with small tidal amplitudes.  
6.1. Storm Surge Simulations on the Louisiana Shelf 
One of the well-known results, as confirmed by many observations and this study, is that storm 
surges are much briefer in their build-up stages than in the receding, or waning stage. The 
receding of surge waters on Louisiana’s low-lying coast during Hurricanes Rita and Gustav was 
studied here. It is demonstrated in this dissertation that it takes 100-140 hours for the surge to go 
back to normal in tidal passes, but about 7 days or longer in inland areas to reduce the surge to 
about 1/3 of peak inundation. Based on the model results from FVCOM, this dissertation 
explained the processes that distinguish surge inflow from outflow, creating the contrasting and 
asymmetric flooding and receding stages. When a hurricane approaches, flooding occurs along 
large parts of the shoreline with low-lying lands and wetlands. Surge heights along the coast can 
reach 3 m and flooding spreads several kilometers inland. Flood waters are forced by winds with 
higher water levels and do not “feel” the bottom (friction) as much, resulting in a brief and vast 
landward transport of water. In contrast, the surge water coming back to the GoM is constrained 
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by the existing channels. At the peak outflow, surge waters flow out of the region’s major coastal 
passes in much weaker plume-like patterns, as the wind forcing rapidly diminishes.  
The roles of a storm’s various parameters were investigated by several idealized 
experiments while maintaining Rita’s track and Louisiana’s bathymetry and tides. It was shown 
that wind intensity and RMW have the largest effect on flooded volumes and peak surge heights: 
for both variables, extreme scenarios yield total flooded volumes of about 25 and 160% (weakest 
and smallest vs. strongest and largest, respectively), of that of the standard case. Varying the 
landfall timing (relative to the tide) also influences the flooded volumes and peak surges in the 
same way but in a less dramatic fashion: hurricanes making landfall at high tide yield both 
greater flooded volumes and peak surges than those landfalling at low tide. Variations in this 
case are only about ±16% of the base case. 
On the other hand, varying a hurricane’s forward speed has opposite effects on flooded 
volumes and peak surge elevations. Increasing the forward motion speed of the storm within a 
realistic range (2-12 m/s) decreases flooded volumes while increasing peak surges, both by about 
40%. This peak surge result is consistent with some literature, but contradicts studies on 
narrower shelves (see Chapter 4). Variations in flooded volumes had not been studied before. A 
slower moving storm produces lower peak surges but reaches farther inland, whereas a hurricane 
moving swiftly across the shoreline generates higher surges that only flood a narrower section of 
the coast. A storm’s forward motion may account for variations in flooded volumes equivalent to 
an upgrade or downgrade of about 1 category on the Saffir-Simpson scale, a larger impact than 
tidal timing, amplitude, or wind inflow angle, which are emphasized by previous studies.  
6.2. The Role of Shelf Geometry 
A systematic approach of forcing a typical hurricane on the shelf and estuarine waters with 
different geometries, varying tides and landfall timing, allowed for in-depth investigation of tide-
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surge nonlinearities. These conclusions are thus not limited to Hurricane Rita’s storm surge. 
Compared to peak pure surges produced by this “standard” hurricane hitting a wide shelf with a 
1 m minimum depth, increasing the minimum depth to 5 m decreases peak pure surge to about 
75%, whereas increasing (by a factor of 3)  the shelf gradient decreases peak pure surge to about 
50%. This is the effect of shelf geometry alone.  
 The analysis of surface, depth-integrated and bottom currents were used to show how the 
shallow Scenario A leads to a stronger surge asymmetry (higher surge elevations to the right of 
the hurricane and lower to its left), as compared to a scenario only 4 m deeper. Because the 
bottom are nearly perpendicular to the surface elevation contours, the bottom return flow is 
directed to the left of the surface currents (from about 90 to 180º) on the right-hand side of the 
hurricane. The bottom stress then has a shoreward component, which contributes to increase the 
piling up of water against shore. This counter-intuitive three-dimensional effect has an enhancing 
impact on coastal surge, and suggests that 3-D models are preferable over 2-D models for 
simulating storm surges.  
6.3. Nonlinear Tide-Surge Interaction 
The numerical model simulation of Hurricane Rita’s storm surge showed that peak storm surge 
elevation surpassed 5 m along the major flooded areas of the coast (from point of landfall to 
approximately 3×RMW due east), where tidal range is about 0.66 m. The nonlinear effect was 
computed by subtracting the sum of tide and surge-only elevations from the total elevation. East 
of the landfall point, the nonlinearity opposes the tide, reducing storm tide heights when the tide 
is high, and enhancing the storm tide when approaching low tide. In demonstrating this feature, 
storm surges were simulated using the observed meteorological forcing of Hurricane Rita but 
doubling the tidal amplitude with a low-tide landfall. For low- and high-tide landfalls, the 
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nonlinear effect is constructive and destructive to the total storm tide, respectively. Nonlinearity 
is significant, reaching up to about 70% of the tidal amplitude.  
 For landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood the main nonlinear effect is to oppose the tide 
before and after peak storm tides, generating storm tide curves with moderately different shapes 
but having the same peak height as the linear superposition. For landfalls at high- and low-tide 
the nonlinear effect opposes the tide, i.e. peak heights are lower and higher, respectively, than a 
linear superposition of surge and tide. Nonlinearity effects reach up to 80% of the tidal amplitude 
on a wide shelf under a semi-diurnal tide. Under diurnal tides, nonlinearity effects reach up to 
47% for a wide shelf, 41% for a wide shelf 4 m deeper, and 26% for a narrow shelf.  
This demonstrates the effect of amplification of nonlinearity over a wide shelf. The 
reason that the semi-diurnal tide has larger nonlinear effect compared to the diurnal tide is 
because the former has shorter wave length and thus “sensed” the shelf as being wider when the 
same geometry is used. The nonlinear effect is the greatest for landfalls at low tide, followed by 
landfalls at high tide and then by landfalls at mid-ebb or mid-flood. Not accounting for such tide-
surge interaction may result in a significant overestimation of peak storm tide heights for a 
landfall at high tide and in a significant underestimation for a landfall at low tide.  
The change in the storm tide was found to be appreciable in shallow water and was 
produced by changes in non-linear bottom friction and momentum advection due to the presence 
of the tide. A detailed examination of these residuals showed that the nonlinear residuals of 
advection dominate in the realistic simulations, while the nonlinear residuals of the quadratic 
bottom friction dominate in idealized simulations (see also Li et al., 2008).  
6.4. The Importance of Barrier Islands 
The exceptional surge data collected by the USGS during Hurricane Ike (for which coastal surge 
heights of up to 5.2 m were measured) allowed for the validation of the model and the simulation 
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of the storm surge by a powerful hurricane traveling next to and to the left of a medium-sized, 
semi-enclosed bay. Storm surge depends to a large extent on the path of the storm and on the 
geometric properties of a waterbody, and thus we focus on how the surge wave propagates into 
and within Galveston Bay and on the importance of its barrier system to surge development.  
Hurricane Ike’s coastal surge propagated eastward alongshore, in a direction almost 
perpendicular to the direction of the hurricane track, towards Louisiana. Bolivar Peninsula 
contributed to this deflection and had a significant role in protecting the bay (although landfall 
was on Galveston Island). The west-east “sloshing” that occurred as the hurricane traveled 
northward bordering the western side of this semi-enclosed bay was analyzed. These sharp, 
alternating surface gradients (of about 0.08 m/km) occurred in just 5 hours and had not been 
described before.  
Insight into how this system’s major barrier impacts surge propagation into and within 
Galveston Bay was gained by running different scenarios in which only Bolivar Peninsula’s 
bathymetry was varied (representing increasing degrees of coastal erosion). Compared to the 
original bathymetry, the scenarios tested yielded 20-60% greater total peak flooded volumes than 
the original situation. It is shown that at the time of peak inundation, a realistic erosion scenario 
to this barrier (elevations reduced to about half, with two breaches) exposes the interior bay to 
dangerously high water levels almost as much as a peninsula that is leveled to just 0.05 m above 
MSL (one of the extreme scenarios tested), underlining the nonlinear nature of this bay-barrier 
system.  
6.5. Directions for Further Research 
The single most important factor in surge modeling (along with bathymetry information, for all 
kinds of hydrodynamic modeling) is probably a good representation of the wind forcing at the 
water surface. Several factors will help reduce the present-day uncertainty in this term. 
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Continuing work to improve hurricane wind speed observations and its quality control and 
dissemination, e.g. by NOAA’s Hurricane Research Division, is sure to produce better surge 
forecasting results. Further improvements to conventional synthetic hurricane wind models (e.g. 
Holland, 1980) can be another significant contribution since it will allow one to be able to 
interpolate for small time-steps or simulate idealized scenarios (see Sections 2.4 and 5.4). A 
major uncertainty source is the relation between wind speeds and wind stress fields. 
Unfortunately the currently used formulations still vary considerably and there is a lack of 
consensus among researchers (see end of Section 1.3). Lastly, the air pressure gradient term, 
though relatively minor compared to the wind stress component, should also be included in 
future simulations of this kind. This term was not included in the parallel-capable version of 
FVCOM that we used throughout this work, as argued earlier.  
 There is also the issue of 2-D versus 3-D surge simulations. Weisberg and Zheng (2008) 
give the example of ADCIRC hindcast analyses for Hurricane Katrina’s inundation recently 
performed by the USACE Intergovernmental Performance Evaluation Taskforce, which 
produced excellent results when compared quantitatively against available data. The surface 
stress parameterization in that application allows the drag coefficient (Cd) to increase 
unboundedly with increasing wind speeds, which can compensate for increased bottom stress 
and allows the calibrated model to match the observations for reasons that may not be correct. 
Our (barotropic) applications of FVCOM had two vertical layers, so we only partially accounted 
for this issue. Additional studies are necessary to improve the description of both the surface and 
the bottom stresses.  
 Because bottom friction is probably the most important nonlinear term (see Sections 1.5 
and 2.11), it would be physically more correct to have a spatially variable drag coefficient and a 
comparison against simulations having spatially-varying values should be of interest. While there 
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are applications where lower values are used “offshore” and higher values for shallower waters 
(e.g. Retana, 2008), our study produced very good validations with constant “high” values 
(probably because our focus was on nearshore areas).  
A study like Chapter 3’s would benefit from the inclusion of a term representing 
evaporation losses. Unlike for conventional “incoming surge” simulations, the water volume lost 
to the atmosphere from the vast areas of very shallow water over the marshes during the receding 
stage (8-12 days) may not be negligible. Evaporation would be even more important if future 
simulations include salinity variations in the water density (unlike the current study, which was 
fully barotropic). Adding baroclinicity is a natural step forward, if one is to evaluate post-
hurricane ecological impacts to the marshes. Another improvement would be the added effort to 
improve mesh resolution in areas where one initially did not expect such a need. This is because 
the existing mesh was designed to better resolve hydrodynamics in major coastal passes, without 
an a priori knowledge of circulation under widespread coastal inundation; to further complicate 
matters, given the contrasting dynamics between surge build-up and set-down, different areas 
were relevant in later stages.  
 To improve on the work of Chapter 4, more simulations under different shelves and tides 
would be a good addition. The author suggests simulating other observed hurricanes on the 
Atlantic coast of Florida, where the continental shelf is much narrower than Louisiana’s and the 
tidal range about three times as large.  
The kind of simulations illustrated in Chapter 5 would greatly benefit from improvements 
in the post-landfall wind field description. Inaccurate winds blowing from land, after the 
hurricane center is “off the map”, were probably the cause for the minor validation errors we had 
on the upper bay stations.  
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APPENDIX A: THREE DIMENSIONAL GOVERNING EQUATIONS IN SIGMA 
COORDINATES 
 
After the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations the primitive equations for momentum and 
mass conservation used in FVCOM are (Chen et al., 2007; Weisberg and Zheng, 2008):  
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where u, v and ω are the x, y and σ velocity components, respectively; f is the Coriolis parameter; 
D=h+η is the total water depth, where η and h are the surface elevation and reference depth 
below mean sea level, respectively; η
 a is the sea level displacement induced by the “inverse 
barometer effect”; g is the gravitational acceleration; ρ0 and ρ’ are the reference and perturbation 
water densities, respectively; Km is the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient; Fu and Fv represent the 
horizontal momentum diffusion terms in the x and y directions, respectively.  
The 2nd term on the right-hand side of Equations A.1, A.2 represents baroclinicity and 
did not enter the (barotropic) simulations used in this work. The surface and bottom boundary 
conditions for u, v and ω are specified as 
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where ( )sysx ττ ,  and ( )bybx ττ ,  are the x and y components of surface wind and bottom roughness 
stresses, respectively.  
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